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To Teacherand Student
Each student, as well as teacher, should have
a good Bible, a Bible concordance, and Bible

dictionary.
Always take your Bible to recitation.
Do not try to force your views on others.
Do not spend the entire time for the recitation in discussing one point.

The "Questions" following each chapter are
only suggestive. Many additional questions will
suggest themselves in the course of the discussion of t9e chapter.
Do not hurry through the chapter. Discuss
each point thoroughly. If needs be, spend more
than one recitation period to a chapter.
TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION, following
the "Questions," will prove a most interesting
and profitable feature of study. The teacher
should assign a topic t() different members of
the class at least a week before they are to
discuss the subject.

Introduction

my

It is
pleasure to introduce t~ the reading public "God's
Woman,' the book composed of the following pages, written
by C. R. Nichol. This volume becomes a worthy addition to
the splendid contribution made by the church of Christ to the
religious literature of the day. "God's Woman" is not "just
another book," but is one, which in its field of endeavor,
and the character of its content, will "fill a long felt want" in
the prayerful study of God's word.
Of the author, C. R. Nichol, little need be said. A Tennesseean by birth; a Texan by choice. For years he has been
recognized by the religious leaders of the country as a care£ul
student of the Bible ; bold in his advocacy of its teaching, and
a representative def ender of the faith. He is the author of a
number of books, some of them being rated as the equal of
any produced by those with whom he labors. By reason of
his long and continuous opposition to error in the pulpit and
the press he is known by name to the members of the church
of Christ throughout the nation.
The conflicting theories in the religious world touching the
work of women in the church, brought the author face to face
with the question: "What does the Bible teach on this subject?" Impelled by his love for the truth he made a long and
careful survey of the subject as treated in the Bible; not with
a desire to defend any theory extant on the subject; nor to attack any position held, save only as the truth when fully presented uproots any and every error concerning the subject
matter treated. To accomplish just that is the author's aim.
In anything other than that he is without ambition.
After long and patient study the conclusions set forth in
this book were reached. In the study it will be clearly seen
that the author used his discriminating ability to keep himself
free from the clutches of any one's theory. Believing the Bible
to be its best interpreter, he has weighed its statements and

reached the conclusions set forth. Believing others will appreciate his efforts, and be benefitted by his studies, he visioned
"God's Woman," and passes the picture on to you.
In so far as I know the book is without a rival in our broad
field of literature. I introduce the book to you-it will speak
for itself. I believe you will agree with me when I say: It is
a great work, splendidly wrought.

M. 0.

DALEY.

A Foreword
HOME INFLUENCE
l'ossibly we will never be able
to determine to what extent home influence shapes the life of
the child, and in that way moulds the ideals of the nation, and
reflects itself in society, apd the church. In the home the mother wields the greatest influence over the child.
How true it is that some· mothers have never been lmown,
save through the child she bo:e, and trained in its infancy to
become an ornament to society, a benediction in the work of
the world, and a devoted member of the church. The mother
fa a constant and shining example of sacrificial service before
her children.
Does one ever get away from the influence of home and
mother? Do we not find the lessons taught us by her constantly cropping out in our lives? It is to her we look in days
of gloom, and hours of sorrow; from her we draw the inspiration of strength in time of trials, and on her we rely for
sympathy and comfort .
There comes the time with every normal mart when he
leaves the old home nest, and unites his forces with the woman he loves. Together they begin the delightful work of building a new home. No mantle of shame should mount the face
of a young woman when she says: "I expect to marry, have
my own home, and children."

In the home the mother is Queen. There she rules with
a s~rength and grace which puts man to shame when he attempts to invade her realm of authority. Her courage knows

no limits, and her endurance is co-extensive with her life.
Though you may think · of woman as suggesting the vine
which clings with its tendrils and twines itself around the
giant oak, clinging thereto for support, yet you will find that
when the storm-king uproots the giant of the forest, marring
its shape, and breaking its limbs, the vine will continue to
cling, trailing itself over the broken boughs, and hiding the
unseemly scars. So, also, woman, the companion of man, the
wife, the helper, will prove to be more than an ornament in
days of prosperity, health and honor. When sudden reverses
come and sweep away the fortune, she shows herself the
heroine; and never a complaint does she register though she
comes to the place of want. She leads the way, and points to
the path of duty. She will make the merest shack a palace of
gilded beauty by the ardor of her love, devotion ancJ,fortitude.
She brings cheer to the sad heart, gives courage to the drooping spirit, strength to the faltering step, and cunning to the
listless hand. She shows the way. One never travels so far
that he gets away from the influences of home.
It is the mother, the wife, who presides in the home, and it
is to her we turn when we would have rest, peace, and feel
secure. On her we rely, in her we impose trust which cannot
be shaken by the wagging tongue of the character-assassin.
You are certain of your wife; with you is the conviction that
she will ride with you to the very gates of death with never
a tremor; no panic or desertion will ever catch her in its contagion and sweep her from your side.
Let no one mistake a house for a home. A home is the place
where love rules; where there is food for the heart, culture
for the soul, stimulus for the mind,and reverence for the
spirit. We think of home with father as the ''bread-winn~ ;''

but it is to mother we look, and it is on her we depend when
the heart is sore, the body racked with pain, the soul filled with
sorrow, and the spirit broken by bitterness. We long for the
touch of her hand, the soothing· music of her voice, the light
of her smile, and the healing counsel coming from her union
with Jehovah. It is God's order that she rule the home (I Tim.
5 :1-4). There she is Queen. Let no man invade her realm
to depose her I
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SomeWomenof the Bible
M1RJAM. To what extremes a jealous
man will go to avenge a supposed wrong, or injure some one
who. stands in his way is not known. Because Joseph was
the favorite son of his father Jacob, he was hated by his
brothers; and they sold him into slavery. As a bond-servant
all did not go well with him at the first in Egypt; but after
a time he found ·favor with the king and was made Food
Administrator of all Egypt.
Twenty-two years after Joseph was sold into what his
brothers doubtless thought would be a life of drudgery, they
were forced to go to Egypt to buy food. There they were
recognized by their brother, Joseph; and soon thereafter they,
with their father and all their possessions were removecl to
Egypt where they were graciously received by the king and
~ttled in a well-favored section of the land.
When Rameses II became king of Egypt he laid on the
Hebrews a heavy hand. They were forced to toil, and became public examples of gross injustice. Though the work
exacted of them was exhausting, their homes were not profaned, nor their women violated. They had not been forced to
drink the most bitter dregs of life till the decree for infanticide was issued by the king. The mandate calling for the death
of the male children of the Hebrews at birth was a heartless
one. The order that the babe be snatched from the mothers'
side and murdered, even before it had drawn from he1· breast
the first draught of the liquid of life, was a torture more
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heart-rending than would have been a command to kill the
mother herself.

It was during the operation of this brutal edict that there
was born in the home of Annan and Jochebed, members of
the tribe of Levi, a son, - Moses. For three months the
baby was concealed in · their home. By day and by night
fear gripped their hearts and anxiety filled their souls, lest
the child be discovered by some spy of the government. As
the child grew their fears increased. How many times did
they think their secret had been discovered when they saw
some heartless Egyptian coming towards their home? In
time the child reached the age when there was danger that
its crying might be heard beyond the residence, and in that
way its existence become known to the authorities of the
land. In desperation the parents placed the child in a small
ark, made of papyrus, and secreted it in the river Nile.
The child's sister, Miriam, was commissioaed to keep
watch over the little craft containing her baby brother. Miriam must have been ten or twelve years of age at the time;
and likely busied herself as other children of her age would,
under the same circumstances. I think of her as an intelligent girl, keeping her eye on the small boat in which Mos~
had been placed.
What must have been the reaction on Miriam when she
saw the Princess of Egypt approaching, att ended by her
retinue of women, and heard the command that the child
in the little boat be brought to her. How she must have
rejoiced when she learned that the fate of her little brother
was not to be d~th. The attendance of a nurse for the child
was urgent, and Miriam proposed that she be commissioned
to find a suitable woman. Love gave wings to her feet, and
with a glad heart she rushed away, only to return within a
short time accompanied by her mother, who became the
nurse of her own child. The infant, Moses, was reared in
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the palace of the king, and was known throughout all Egypt
as the Prince.

A period of years pass before we hear more·about Miriam,
and then she is ref erred to as a laborer with Moses and
Aaron, her brothers, in bringing Israel from bondage.
"For I brought thee out of the land of Egypt, and
redeemed thee out of the house of bondage: and I
sent before thee Mosee, Aaron and Miriam"
(Mic . .(:6)

Moses, the leader ; Aaron, the priest ; and "Miriam, the
prophetess" (Ex. 15 :20.) Miriam is the first prophetess
mentioned in the Old Testament. When Israel was delivered from bondage, it was Miriam who led . the women in
singing the chorus of the song of deliverance. (Ex. 15 :20) .
God's women have a place in God's work .
Jehovah never shields those who do wrong. In detailing
the history of the heroes and heroines of the Bible, their faults
are not overlooked.
We have been delighted with the splendid traits of character revealed in the history of Miriam. She showed herself a devoted sister in preserving the life of her infant broth er, Moses. With Moses and Aaron she toiloo in bringing
from bondage her nation. She had the distinction of being
the first prophetess mentioned in the Bible. When the hosts
of Israel were saf ely beyond the waters of the Red Sea
they lifted their voices in the song of deliverance which was
composed by Moses; and Miriam composoo the chorus
worthy of the occasion and theme , and led the women in such
a song as had never before been heard on earth.
Not many days passed till Miriam and the others saw
Moses go into the Mount. They witnessed the enveloping
of the mountain in smoke, an<l heard the peal of thunder.
Miriam was present when Moses returned from th~ Mount
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where he had been in communion with Jehovah; she heard
the words spoken by her brother on his return. She saw
the tabernacle erected, and the banners raised.
Moses appointed men to be judges in Israel to relieve
himself of the burden of adjudicating every matter of dispute coming between the Israelites; he atom~determining the
righteousness of weightier matters. Was Miriam jealous of
her brother, Moses? Did she resent the fact that she was
not consulted touching the appointing of judges, or that she
had no place in the number?
While in Midian Moses married Zipporah, who bore him
two sons before he returned to Egypt to deliver Israel. His
wife and children accompanied him for some distance towards
Egypt, and then returned to the home of Jethro in Midian.
When Moses with Israel reached Sinai his wife and children
joined him. Did the presence of Zipporah, the wife of the
leader of Israel, arouse jealousy within the heart of Miriam?
Did she fear the leader's wife would eclipse her in the estimation of the hosts of Israel? Did she resent the presence of
a woman who was nearer her brother than she? Did she
feel she had been rooted out of the close relationship she had
enjoyed with Moses? Was she jealous?

It brings a pang of disappointment to learn that one we
have admired, fails; that they do not measure up to the standard we had for them. Must we always find that our heroes
and heroines have "feet of clay" which will in time crumble,
and the admired one will crash at our feet?

In deliverin~ Israel Jehovah chose from all Israel, Moses,
Aaron, and Miriam to be the leaders ( Mic. 6 :4), with Moses
in the highest place. He was the chief lawgiver. Did Miriam feel that she was being pushed aside in later life? Regardless of the view you may entertain, it remains a fact that
"Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses bemuse of the Ethiopian woman whom he had married" (Num. 12:1). Was it
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the fact that Moses had married the woman of Cush, or was
that assigned as a pretext by "Miriam and Aaron" for their
rebellion against Moses? Evidently they knew of the marriage of Moses to the woman long before they defied Moses.
That Moses was the chief of the three is well known.
"And Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses because of
the Ethiopian woman whom he had married; for he had
married an Ethiopian woman. And they said, Hath the Lord
indeed spoken only by Moses? hath he not spoken by us i'
And the Lord heard it. (Now the man Moses was very
meek, above all the men which were upon the face of the
earth.) And the Lord spake suddenly unto Moses, and unto
Aaron, and unto Miriam, Come out ye three unto the tabernacle of the congregation. And they three came out. And
the Lord came down in a pillar of the cloud, and stood in the
door of the tabernacle, and called Aaron and Miriam: and
they both came forth. And he said, Hear now my words :
If there be a prophet among you, I the Lord will make myself known unto him in a vision, and will speak unto him in a
dream. My servant Moses is not so, who is faithful in all
mine house. With him I will speak mouth to mouth, even
apparently, and not in dark speeches ; and the similitude of
the Lord shall he behold: wherefore then were ye not afraid
to speak ag.tinst my servant Moses" (Num. 12 :1-8) . Clearly there was a distinction in the authority of Moses, Aaron,
and Miriam. Miriam and Aaron insisted that God had spoken by them, and that they had equal authority with Moses.
In this claim of Miriam you have a case of woman refusing to be in subjection to man, and by so doing she "usurped
authority" over man ; she refused to do as commanded.

. It is said that only Miriam was punished, and the question
1s :1-~ked."Why?" It is true that Aaron was not punished as
Mmam was, but that is no proof that Aaron was not guilty,
nor proof that he was not punished.
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Have you noticed that when the name Miriam appears
in connection with that of Moses and Aaron's her name appears last, with the one exception found in Numbers twelfth
chapter and first verse? In this verse it reads, "Miriam and
Aaron." Lt is my view that her name appears first in this
passage because it is detailing the rebellion, in which Miriam
was the leader, the revolt originated with her. This case
furnishes an example of what it means for a woman to usurp
authority over a man.
DEBORAH . Jaban, the king of the Canaanites, lived at
Hazo r, not far from the waters of Merom. He was an implacable enemy of the Israelites . Sisera was the commanderin-chief of Jaban's army . By the command of Jaban his
army had marched into the plain of E sdraelon . With ninehundred char iots of iron, and a well-trained army he was determined to conquer Israel. The challenge of Sisera must
have struck terr or to the hearts of the Israelites .
Deborah, "a mother in Israel," living between Ramah and
Bethel, was at the time J udge in I srael ; and she was also a
prophetess (Judges 4 :4- 14 ; 5: 7). She served not only in
religious affairs, but in civil matte rs also. She was a prophetess and communicated God's ·will to the people.
At the time Jaban's army came to do battle with Isra el, it
.appears the Isra elites were discouraged . Though they may
have felt keenly the insults hurle d at them by the army of
J aban, they were unwilling to do •battle against the invaders.
Knowing , this, Deborah sent for Barak and told him that it
was God's will that he assemble an army and engage Jaban' s
army in battle. Barak made answer to Deborah : "I f thou
wilt go with me, then will I go ; but if thou wilt not go with
me, I will not go." Deborah, the pr ophetess, said : "I will
surely go with thee" (Judge s 4 ) .
T he two armies met in the plain of Esdraelon, and for a
time the battle was fierce, but not for long; for Sisera's
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army was cut to pieces ; Israel was gloriously victorious as
Deborah had declared it would be, having said to Barak:
"This is the day in which Jehovah hath delivered Sisera into
thy hands." Following the victory Barak joined Deborah
in singing a song she composed. Israel enjoyed forty years
of peace following this victory. How long Deborah continued to judge Israel we do not know; nor do we find additional prophecies uttered by her. So far as the record shows
Deborah was the only woman elevated to the dual place of
prophetess and judge.
Was there ever a more inviting opportunity offered a
woman than was open to Deborah to "usurp authority"
over man? Barak, whose duty it was to lead to victory the
Israelites, was characterized by indecision ; he was wanting
in courage, and chilled by fear. His mental attitude was such
that he needed some one to lead him. Deborah saw, and
understood well the conditions ; but instead of thrusting herself to the fore, and thereby usurping authority over man,
she taught Barak his duty, and insisted that he perform it,
assuring him that God would be with him. By teaching him,
and encouraging him, she became his "helper ." -She played
her part , respecting the will of Jehovah . She showed no disposition to "usurp authority" over man. Because she respected God's arrangement touching the realm of woman's
activities, slie was God's woman!
Though Deborah judged Israel, and the people recognized her as judge, she did not usurp authority over man.
She went with Barak when he fared forth to do battle with
the army of Jaban ; yet she was careful to recognize, and stay
well within the realm of woman's sphere as determined by
Jehovah- to be in subjection to man. True it is, she taught
Barak, and insisted that he discharge his duty. She urged
him, soying: "Hath not Jehovah, the God of Israel, commanded, saying: Go * * • and 11will deliver him into thy
hand " (Judg. 6). She did not put herself in the foreground
to lead the army; she did not say : "Jehovah will deliver
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Sisera into OUR hands." Her words were: "Jehovah will
deliver Sisera into THY hand."
When you read the narrative of Barak's cowardice I
think you will correctly decide that he was more than anxious
for Deborah to lead the military action against Jaban's
army ; that he was willing for her to take complete control,
that he would have been glad to have taken a subordinate
position under her. Deborah positively refused to become the
head of the expedition; but she did show herself an indispensable "helper."
When the victory was won, she took unto herself none of
the honor. In a song which she composed she said:
"Awake, awake, uttet- a song,
Arise, Barak, and lead away thy captives."

I am persuaded that if some of our modem women, women
who consider themselves liberators of their sex, had been in
the place of Deborah, they would have shown a high hand,
and pushed Barak aside as excess baggage ; that they would
have taken complete control of the hosts of Israel and sought
the glory of the victory over Sisera.
Can there be found a man so dense that he cannot see in
the course of Deborah emphasis given to the fact that teaching and helping a man in any work assigned him by Jehovah, is not usurping authority over man ; nor do women in
such work fail to show themselves to be in subjection to man.

Women who love the Lord strive to know his will, that
they may stay within the limitations of woman's approvedactivities, and acceptably serve him.
HULDAH. ~ollowing the separation of Israel and Judah,
Josiah was the sixteenth king in Judah. He was a good king.
(II Kings 22 :2; IL Chr. 3 :2.) More than three hundred
years before the birth of Josiah a prophet was sent from
Jerusalem to Bethel to cry against the corrupt worship en-
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gaged in at that place. The prophet gave the name of Josiab
as that of the man who would go to Bethel, uproot the idolatry, and destroy the altars erected there. (I Ki. 12.) Soon
after Josiah became king, though but a young man, he personally directed the demolition of altars erected to idols at
Bethel; and the groves which had been dedicated as places
where imaginary .gods were to be worshipped he had destroyed. His indignation waxed hot, and he extended his
work beyond the limits of Bethel. The tombs of false prophets were opened, their bones exhumed -and burned on the
very altars where they had sacrificedto idols.

In addition to the activities mentioned in the foregoing,
Josiah gave himself to the work of cleansing and beautifying
the temple of Jerusalem . In the work of rcstori11gthe temple,
Hilkiah, the high priest, found the "book of the law." (II
Chr. 34 :14) When portions of the "book of the law" were
read to Josiah he became very much disturbed, and sent the
high priest and others to Huldah, a prophetess, to make inquiries of her touching statements found in the "book of the
law." "And the king commanded Hillciah, and Ahikam the
son of Shaphan, and Abdon the son of Micah, and Shaphan
the scribe, and Asaiah, a servant of the king's, saying, Go,
inquire of the Lord for me • • • and Hillciah and they
that the king had appointed, went to Huldah the prophetess
• • • and they spake with her • • • And she answered
them, Thus saith the Lord God of Israel. Tell ye the mall
that sent you to me, Thus saith the Lord, Behold I will bring
evil upon this place, and upon the in~bitants thereof, even
all the curses that are written in the book which they have
read before the king of Judah." (II Chr. 34.) Further it
~ revealed unto her, and she sent word to Josiah the
king, that he would not live to see the evil things come upon
J~rusalem. The high priest and the men who accompanied
h!m were taught by Huldah the prophetess; and so was the
king to whom she sent word.
From the beginning it has been the law of Jehovah that
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woman is not to usurp authority over man - she is to be in
subjection to him. But Jehovah inspired Huldah to teach
the high priest, and the group of men with him.
From this narrative it must be evident to all thoughtful
people who are familiar with this history, that a woman can
teach a group of men, even the men who occupied the highest positions in the land, without usurping authority over
them. Surely if a woman can teach people things pertaining
to the destiny of nations, without usurping authority over
them, she can teach men about the destiny of the~r souls
without usurping authority over them I If within the heart
of any one there arises the question of the righteousness of
the course of Huldah in teaching the group of men, let it be
remembered that she was inspired by Jehovah to do the
teaching I God does not inspire J>C:Ople
to do wrong .
Sex relationship -was the same in the days of Huldah that
it was in the days of the apostles. Huldah was inspired by
the Holy Spirit to teach a group of men, and she did teach
them without violating the law of Jehovah. Though we do
not have inspired men and women today, it does not follow
that a group of men may not be taught 'by a man, or a

woman.
Is it thought by some that there was no other to whom
the 'king could appeal, or to whom the high priest could go
for instruction, save to Huldah the prophetess? That going
to her was permissible, because there was no other to whom
they could appeal for information? If you entertain the
view that there was no other to whom they could have appealed for information, your view is due to a lack of the
information you should have. Iri Jerusalem where Huldah
lived. when the king sent the high priest and other men to
her for instruction, there was a man at that very time who
was a prophet . He was at that very time crying against the
sins of the people. That man was the prophet Jeremiah I
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Jeremiah was at Antioch when he was called to the work
of prophesying (Jer. 1 :1), but he was commanded to go
to Jerusalem (J er. 2 :2). Later on he was _sent north to
proclaim God's word (Jer. 3 :13). He returned to Jerusalem,
(Jer. 4 :3-6), and at God's command stood in the "gate of
Jehovah's house" and made known Jehovah's word. There
is no intimation that Jeremiah left Jerusalem again during
the life of Josiah.
The "book of the law" was found in the eighteenth year
of Josiah's reign (LI Chr. 34:8). The committee went to
Huldah sool'l thereafter. Jeremiah was called to the work of
prophesying in the thirteenth year of Josiah's reign (Jer.
1 :1); hence Jeremiah had been prophesying for five years
when the delegation was sent to Huldah to .be instructed.
He was in Jerusalem at the time the high priest and other
men went to the woman to be taught by her.

In the twelfth year of his reign Josiah began his clean-up
campaign, which was one year before Jeremiah began to
prophesy. It is asked, by some, "Why is there no reference
in the early work of Jeremiah to the reform work Josiah
was striving to promote among the people?" The voice of
Jeremiah was lifted high against the corruption in Israel and
Judah; and there can be no doubt that Josiah, as well as the
high priest, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem as a whole,
knew of his threats ; but Jeremiah was a young man and
most likely he was not taken seriously. He was, possibly,
looked on as a religious fanatic, immature in mind; and his
blasts at the corruption of the people made but little, if
a~y impression on the people-at least it seems evident they
did not take him seriously. They were not disturbed till the
"book of the law" was discovered. When they read therein
t~e evils which it declared would befall the people, and the
city, the words of Jeremiah must have burned in their
hearts - "the book of the law" confirmed what Jeremiah
was saying. But when disturbed by what was read in the
"book of the law" why is ifthat they did not seek Jeremiah?
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They knew what he had been saying, and certainly entertained the view that if they went to him he would give even
greater emphasis to what he had been declaring. They knew
the prophetess Huldah was in the city, that she was a mature
woman, and they elected, or the king commanded them to go
to her for instructions. Huklah, the prophetess, was inspired
by Jehovah to teach the high priest, the men with him, and
through them the king. By Jehovah 's approval she taught
them, for God inspired her to do the teaching. This woman,
Huldah, taught a group of men without usurping authority
over them, and women can teach men today without refusing
to be in subjection to man ! These men sought information
at her hands, and she gave it I
ANN A. This good woman was a prophetess who continually attended the temple services. She was present when the
inf ant child Jesus was brought to the temple to be presented
to the Lord (Ex . 13 :2; Lk. 2 :36). Anna lifted up her
voice and published throughout Jerusalem that the Saviour had been born .
PHOEBE .. This woman was a deaconess in the church at
Cenchrea. (See the chapter on "Deaconess.")
PRISCILLA. Aquila, and his wife Priscilla, had been
expelled from Rpme by Claudius. Paul met them at Corinth, possibly it was he who converted them to Christ. In
their home he was entertained for eighteen months ; and when
he left Corinth they traveled with him as far as Ephesus .
Following Paul's departure from Ephesus, Aquila and Priscilla contacted a preacher named Apollos, an eloquent, zealous man. When they learned that this preacher knew only
the baptism of John the Baptist, they took him unto themselves and taught him "the way of the Lord more perfectly"
( Acts 18 :26) . Though Priscilla had part in teaching this
man, she did so without usurping authority over him, or her
husband - though her husband was present I
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I know many homes where the wife is better prepared to
teach the Word of God than is her husband; and in many
instances the wife has taught, and continues to teach her husband, and all the while she is in.subjection to him.
WOMEN HELPED PAUL . When Paul pioneered as
a preacher of the gospel at Philippi, women were the first
ones to become Christians. It was Lydia who invited· Paul
to enter her house as a guest, which he did (Acts 16). When
he shipped from that city the church at Philippi sent again
and again to his support. In a letter to the church of Christ
at Philippi he expressed the desire that the women who had
labored with him in the gospel be supplied with all needed
things (Phil. 4:3). In how many ways, and in just what
way the women made reference to helped Paul in the gospel
work, we do not know. Great the field, and unnumbered the
opportunities for women to be workers in the kingdom of
God.

PHILIP'S FOUR DAUGHTERS . Philip had "four
daughters, virgins, which did prophesy" (Acts 21 :9) . Under what conditions, or circumstances these young women
prophesied we do not know. But we do know that Huldah,
the prophetess, did teach a group of men without usurping
authority over them, so also these four daughters of the evangelist Philip could have taught men without usurping authority over them; and women today can teach men without
refusing to be in subjection to man. They can do such work
with Jehovah's approval I

Questions
1. Is it wrong to be jealous T
2. Why did Joseph's brothers hate him?
8. By what name did Joseph's brother call him? "'~ ·1- J
4. From what point waa he aold?
6. How old was Joseph when be was sold?

I
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6. Tell of Joseph's early experiences in Egypt.
7. How long after Joseph was sold was it before the family was
reunited T :;,.:,
,
8. In what part of Egypt were the Israelites settled?
,,. ; ,,
9. How were they treated during the life of Joseph!
10. Tell of the treatment of the Israelites after the death of
Ramses IL ~
11. Tell of the early life of Moses, and Miriam.
12. Give names of father and mother of Moses and Mfriam.:7.
13. Why did the parents of Moses defy the king!
·: '),O
14. Who was the first prophetess mentioned in the Bible! ~
15. Tell of the song following deliV'erance from Egypt?
16. When were judges appointed in Israel? C,'f. I
17. Whom did Moses marry in Midian?
18. Tell of separation of Moses and his wife, and when and whe e
~
I
she and the ~hildren rejoined him. t"j. J..f • .
19. Did Miriam have part in delivering Israel from Egypt T
20. Who rebelled against Moses?
21. Show that Moses was th,e leader.
22. How do you account for the name of Miriam appearing first
in Num. 21:1?
23. Why was Aaron not punished as was Miriam?
24. Did Miriam attempt to usurp authority?
25. Who was Jaban? ...
• ~
26. Where is Merom?
27. Who was Deborah?
28. Where did she live?
29. Locate the place rela'tive to Jerusalem.
30. Locate the plain of Esdra.elon.
31. Who was Sisera?
32. Describe the army of J aban?
83. In addition to being judge in Is r ael, what was Deborah?
34. Whom did Deborah direct .to assemble Israel's army?
36. What did he say? !
36. What did Deborah reply?
37. Describe the battle .between the two armies.
38. Following the victory, what did Deborah say to Barak?
39. Did Deborah show desire to lead the army?
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40. Did Deborah take any credit to herself T
41. Tell the story in detail of Deborah.
42. Tell the story of the prophet who visited and cried against
Bethel.
43. Who was Josia}r? Wbait of his character?
44. Tell of .Josiah's work at Bethel.
45. Relate the story of Josiah cleansing the temple.
46. What was found in the debris of the tlmnpleT
47. What was the "book of the lawT"
48. What disturbed Josiah T
49. Who was the high priest at time of cleansing temple?
50. Who was Huldah 1
51. Whom did Josiah slmd to Hulda.b?
52. Was Huldah inspired when she taught the committee sent
to her?
53. Did she usurp authority over the men she taught?
54. Was there a prophet in Jerusalem at the time Huldah taught
the men?
55. Why do you think the delegation was sent to Huldah, rather
than to Jeremiah?
56. Tell of Anna. Of Phoebe. Where waa Cenchrea?
67. Tell of Paul at Philippi, and the women who helped him.
68. Whose four daughters prophesied?

Topics f 9r Discussion
1. Moses.
2. Paul.
3. David.
4. King Saul.
5. Joseph.

WOMEN TO WORK

II.

Womento Work

IN NO nation in the ancient world were
women honorM as they were among the Hebrews. The
praise given the faithful wife in Proverbs the thirty-first
chapter brings only pleasurable reaction to those who love
Jehovah and honor women. If you have not read this tribute
to the faithful wife, put aside this book and read it now!
Though it is the order of heaven that man be the breadwinner ; it is also the will of Jehovah that women work. They
do not fulfill their divine mission on earth when they eat the
· bread of idleness. When they do not teach their children
to be workers they make a mistake which will certainly rebound on them. It seems to be the ambition of some "fond
mothers" in these modern times to rear their sons in idleness, and school their daughters for a castle of indolence that they "toil not, neither do they spin."
It has been said that he who does not teach his son a trade
makes him a thief. And it may be said with confidence that
she who does not teach her daughter to work, to do things
useful, is thrusting on society ·a parasite, defies the law of
Jehovah, and is scheduled for grief.
God ordained that women be helpers of men. They supplement each other, not in work only; but in society as well.
They are fitted each to each in all righteous endeavors.

In the most enlightene<l nations of earth today one may
see women in the marts; as well as in every phase of work.
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Some of them are there by sheer necessity - conditions ·having arisen which forced them to become the bread-winner for
the family. Properly circumstanced I am very certain that
every women would be happier presiding as Queen in her
own home, directing the activities of her own children ; than
it is possible for her to be in shop, store; factory, office, legislature, doing the work of a physician, or editing a journal.
All right-thinking men believe women should participate in
the peaceful pursuits of productive endeavor; provided it is.
work which does not quickly sap her strength, resulting in
physical injury . It is my persuasion that a man is never
pleased when he secs woman doing rough work which undermines her body.
Too frequently men and women are found working at
something for which they are not fitted by nature, or training;
This is due, possibly, to the view that some work is more
honorable than other work. You must never overlook the
fact that work docs not make one honorable. A man may
work at a dishonorable thing; but the fact that he works docs
not make him honorable! It is honorable to make a dress
well ; to prepare a well-balanced meal; to properly launder a
shirt; to dig a ditch; mend shoes; build a house; edit a needed journal; serve in the halls of congress; dispense medicine;
or preside in the home. It is no part of honorable work to
write a useless hook, deliver a harangue for a sermon, or become the author of a vicious law. Honor attaches to the
work, rather than to the worker. Honor is due, in its last
analysis to the . internal promptings, rather than to the external manifestations. Any necessary work, or work which contributes to the .betterment of humanity, may be done without
reflecting_discreditably on the worker.
If a boy and girl are allowed to grow to maturity without
having been taught to work, they have suffered a grave injustice at the hands of their parents.
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When you pass to the great over-world will the tombstone
be the only thing to remind the world that you were here?
EDUCATION. A few years ago I was in the home-town
of the apostle Paul - the city of Tarsus. While there L visited
a school where English was being taught, and learned from
the teachers that boys only were students. In that Mohammedan town the girls were not permitted to attend school.
Such was true in many sections of the East, where Mohammedanism prevailed. In educating our boys and girls we lift
unbom generations to a higher plane. In a very large measure
education shapes character and determines destiny. Too
many of our boys and girls cease to be students early in life.
One should neYcr graduate in the art of acquiring knowledge.
I do not hofd· that every boy and every girl should be required to remain in college till they have earned a degree.
There is no "royal" road to knowledge. Some boys and some
girls arc not "students." With some there is no desire for
what we call technical kno,vledgc. One can no more be
forced into the kingdom of knowledge than he can be forced
into -the kingdom of heaven. Some one has said : " 'Knowledge is power' in the same sense that wood is fuel. Wood is
fuel when it is on fire, and knowledge on fire is power."
MAN'S ATTITUDE TOWARD WOMEN. The last
half-century has brought many changes in our social lives,
and some- of these changes have been radical. Some of the
things which now pass unnoticed, a few years ago would
have.beenlookedon as grcvious sins against society.
Among an the changes in the social world, and activities
in the business realm, I think none more manif cst than what is
now regarded as woman's rights, as compared with her field
of activity fifty years ago. With many the changes are looked
on as marks of progress ; while others think the present activities of women, in many of the relationships of life, have
brought men to look on women with less respect than formerly - that man's ideal of the true woman has been lowered.
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Some think that women mixing and mingling with men on
the streets, in shops, stores and restaurants with naked backs
and bare legs ; that women and men, little removed from
stark nakedness, bathing in a common pool, has cheapened
women ; that her modesty of half century ago is nearly non
est, and that men have lost much of their former reverence
for women.
When I was a boy, when a woman entered the room where
there were men seated, every gentleman in the room arose,
and remained standing till the looy was seated. .If a lady entered a car where men were riding, and if there was not a
vacant seat for the lady, the man nearest her arose and asked
that she occupy the place where he had been seate.d.
CUSTOM CHANGES. Some look on a change from a
custom of long standing as a sin. It is not in every instance
regarded as a sin against Jehovah, but a sin against society.
[Is it not true that there are those who are more disposed to
condemn a sin against society than there are to reprove a sin
against Jehovah?] Whatever may be your reaction towards
the changes which have come within the past few years, and
the changes in the relationship of women towards the work
of the world, as well as social life ; we have at least learned
to recognize her ability in all departments of work needed for
the carrying-on of the present program of the world.
A custom may be good, or bad. If it is a practice which
promotes righteousness, civic or religious, it is a good custom.
If the practice retards the pr:ogress of the individual, or the
people as a whole, mentally, morally, or spiritually, it is a
bad custom! It should be remembered that Jehovah did not
cover every necessary act of -man by specific legislation touching how man must act in bringing about the end in view. The
hour for meeting on the first day of the week, when Christians partake of the Lord's Supper ( Acts 20 :7), is not a
matter of divine legislation. I have known those .who met in
the afternoon for the eating of the Supper, and others who
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met in the forenoon. Their custom differed, not in eatini the
supper, but each met by divine command on the first day
to do what the Lord commanded, but they did not meet at
the same hour. Too, I have known some who met in the
afternoon for the supper who changed to the forenoon changed their custom.
It is seldom that a custom which has been for years followed by a people changes quickly. Occasionally a "new"
custom springs up and like a raging storm sweeps the country; but usually an old custom gives way gradually, the new
one meeting stubborn opposition. There are those who have
become custom-bound. For all such, it is most likely a
change in their custom would broaden their view, and redound
to their good. An immobile pool stagnates I
The progress of the world in all material things has come
largely through change in customs. In · fanning , building
houses, making clothes to wear, conducting all forms of business, our forebearers experimented. Not infrequently an experiment proved to be a failure, while others proved to be a
measurable success ; and doing the thing in that particular
way became a "fixed' custom for many years . If the custom
represented the best way it should become a fixed law. Some
egotist may declare that a certain way of doing some work
is the only way it can be properly performed, when in fact it
is only the way finite man has learned, by experimenting , to
do that particular thing . The morrow may show the egotist
to be a plodding pedestrian, stifled by the dust from the
swiftly moving stream-lined train!
Can you hark back to the days when history was young,
even in our country, and see our ancestors , and their customs
?f that day? What progress we have made through change
tn customs. Some talk about the "good oid days." Could we
turn back the cycle of time and place in operation, in the
year 1938, only one week of 1776, with the same customs in
everything followed in that year, chaos would be spread
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throughout our land, and the wail of discontent would be
heard on every hand. With pride we may view the progress
made through change in custom.
When I was a boy my mother wore skirts which reached
to the floor. Often did I see her when crossing the street
lift her skirt a wee bit to keep it from trailing in the dust.
When walking the toe of her shoe would barely show at the
edge of her skirt with each forward stride. That such skirts
were inconvenient, and brou&"htabout unsanitary conditions,
-<:ertainly I How anxious were girls then, as they advanced
towards womanhood, to reach the age when custom would
permit them to "let down" their skirts. Yes, custom has
changed, and the question now is not how lo~ a lady's skirt
may be ; but how short can she wear it.
DMNE
LEGISLATION. Divine legislation is not the
outgrowth of an experiment to determine what is best. J ehovah is infinite. He knew what was needed for man's good,
and gave the exact law needed. It was a sad day for man
WMn he thought he could invade the realm of divine legislation and change the rights and ceremonies of God's enactments (Dan. 7 :25 ; II Thess. 2 :4). In this field havoc has
been wrought. Six thousand years mark the blotched history of rebellious man in his effort to repeal the law of Jehovah, or change it to suit his notions. Heart-rending, results of man's presumptuous sin, in trying to alter God's law,
should so deter him that never again would he presume to
attempt to change divine legislation. Custom cannot change
the law of Jehovah, even though he who attempts to do so
may be arrayed in the purloined livery of heaven I
WOMAN'S MENTAL POWERS. That woman is weaker than man, in physical strength, in most instances, is not
questioned ; but that does not argue that she is his inferior
in mental ability. If it is true that in some field of testing man
registers higher than woman, is it due to lack of mental
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strength on the part of the woman, or to the fact that she has
not been trained in that particular field? In some lines of
work, man is, I think, more adept than woman ; while in other
fields the woman outstrips the rnan. The mental machinery
of the man and the woman is the same.

In the divine arrangements of affairs the time of the woman is largely spent within the home. It is hers to bear the
children, and to rule the home - to be the "keeper" of the
home. The duties incident to rearing the children ; and in
most instances cleansing the house, "doing the dishes," putting the beds in order, preparing the meals, bathing and
dressing the children, making for them clothes, overseeing
their activities, etc., etc., so completely demands the time of
the wife that she does not have the opportunity for extensive
reading and study along cultural lines. Hearing lectures by
those of outstanding ability, contacting those in the social
world that might give her some mental stimulus she is denied,
by reason of duties within the home where she keeps the
house in order and cares for the children.
I knew a couple who graduated from grammar school in
the same class, the girl having made a higher grade than the
boy. They later married. In a few years the husband had
outgrown the wife, mentally. Not because he had a keener
intellect, but within the sixteen years of their married life
there were born in that home eight children. All of them
lived to be grown. The wife was busy, she had no help in
caring for the children, and keeping the house in order, save
the help of the children supplied as they reached the age when
they could assist. The wife had no time for extensive reading. Only an occasional magazine reached her hands, and
possibly it was not the best type. The books in the home were
those used by the children in school. The husband contacted
men in the business world; he was constantly associated with
men of mature minds. He outgrew his wife mentally, not
because he was more sagacious, but because the wife did not
have the opportufflties that were tnehusband's. Her time
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was almost wholly spent with immature minds. Such conditions have caused some who do not take into account all conditions to conclude that women are not able to cope with men
in mental endeavors. If men were to spend the major part
of their time with children of immature minds, without even
time to do a reasonable amount of reading; if they were required to spend most of their days in the home attending the
duties necessary there, I do wonder what would be our conclusions as to the mental powers of men ? But under the conditions which have so largely demanded the time of the wife
in the home, and the vigorous protest against" her filling a
place in the affairs of the world in a public way, there have
been many very prominent women, among whom may be
mentioned: Elizabeth and Victoria, Queens of England;
Elizabeth , Queen of Roumania; among social leaders, Jane
Addams, Mrs . Russell Sage. The story of Joan of Arc, and
Florence Nightingale are in the list of heroines. Winnie Besant, Elizabeth Peabody and Emma H. Willard were educators. Louisa M. Alcott, Charlotte Bronte, Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, and George Eliot were authors. SchumannHeink , and Liza Lehmann were musicians. Maud Adams
and Sarah Bernhardt were actresses. There is not a righteous
field of endeavor in which women have not distinguished
themselves. When a woman has turned into the paths of sin
and crime she has become as depraved as man !
WOMAN'S ABILITY TO TEACH. That women are
the better teachers in the primary departments of our schools
is affairmed by all who are informed. Too, it is known that
she is not a whit behind man in any branch she elects to
teach. Numbers of women are outstanding in scientific research, and prove themselves to be man's equal when they
give themselves to such work.
WOMEN TEACHING IN THE CHURCH. Jehovah
recognized woman's ability to teach, else there would have
been no restrictions thrown around her in the work of teaching. In Old Testament times there were women who taught
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by the authority of Jehovah, as well as in New Testament
times. Call the roll of the outstanding women of the Patriarchal and Jewish age, as well as those mentioned in the
New Testament. It is a matter of Old Testarpent prophecy
that women would be teachers in the New Testament times;
and it is a matter or record in the New Testament that they
did teach (Joel 2; Acts 2; 21 :9; I Cor. 11).
You will not overlook the fact that the church is composed
of Christians - Christians are the church, no matter where
they may be. The Christian woman is in the church when
busy with her household duties ; she is in the church when
teaching children in the public schools; she is in the church if
making a solo flight in a modern air ship across the Atlantic.
How long will it be till people will cease to think of the meeting house as "the church ?"
So far as I know there has never been a serious objection
to Christian women teaching in the public schools. If there
has been, and if there is now, the one making the protest has
never been accorded a large audience to hear him advertise
his ignorance.
It is the bounden duty of every Christian, man and woman, to teach the word of God at every opportunity, not only
to those within their homes, but to seek occasions to teach
others also. All Christians are teachers of the word of God I
Though there are some restrictions thro,vn around women
in their work of teaching, no man has the right to deny her
the right to teach, save as the Lord has circumscribed her
activities as a teacher. That she is to teach "in the church"
is certain, for she is commanded to teach. The "aged women"
are commanded to teach the "young women." (Tit. 2:1-5).
The "aged women" are one class, and the "young women" are
another class. The "aged women" addressed were "in the
church," and so were the "young women." It matters not if
one is taught at a time, or if the teaching is done to a group;
the fact remains that one class was to teach another class.
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(For the restrictions thrown around women in teaching, see
chapter entitled I Tim. 2 :8-14 in this book).
TEACHING
IN THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.
The
church is a divine institution (Mt . 16:18). The church is
that part of God's kingdom that is on earth. Those who are
informed in the word of God, and respect the authority of
Jehovah, do not organize institutions, or sodeties separate
from the church of the Lord, or as a part of the church, to
teach the word of God. It is the business of the church to
teach God's word to the people. The church is the divine
"Missionary Society." The church is the product of infinite
wisdom. No man, or body of men can bring into existence an
institution that can do more work, or more effective work
than the divine institution. There is no work of righteousness that Christians cannot <lo as members of the church,
and in such work they should be certain that - "unto him be
glory in the church" (Eph. 3 :21).
In most communities Christians meet at a specified hour
Sunday morning to engage in acts of worship: Singing, praying, eating the Lord's Supper, teaching, exhorting and contributing of their money into the Lord's treasury. It is also
true that in most communities the church meets an hour or
more before the time it assembles to observe the foregoing
acts, to engage in a teaching service in which all who will attend are invited to become students. In this teaching service
there is an effort to arrange different groups of students in
keeping with their ability to take instructions. A teacher is
appointed for each group. The work of teaching is presided
over by the elders, personally, or some one by them appointed
to have supervision of the work. In the same way the elders
make plans and execute them to have a protracted meeting,
or revival meeting. In many instances they invite a minister
from some other town or community to come labor with
them through the meeting. The meeting is under the over-
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sight of the elders; and if the evangelist teaches false doctrine, or suppresses the truth on any point, it is the duty of
the elders to point out the false teaching; and if in their
judgment it be thought best to bring the meeting to a close,
even before the scheduled time. There is no separate organization to stage, direct, or oversee the revival meeting. The
revival is conducted under the oversight of the elders of the
congregation. So also is the teaching done on Wednesday
evening in what is usually called "Prayer Meeting" service.
The work Sunday morning, usually called "Sunday School"
work is under the supervision of the eldership of the congregation as is all other work of the congregation. It is a specifiic work of the congregation. Only Christians teach in
such work in the church of Christ.
May a sister teach one of the groups, in the meeting house,
on Sunday morning, in what is usually called the "Sunday
School?" Yes I Women are not free to teach all literary subjects five days in the week, and then forbidden to teach the
most important subject in the world- the Bible, on Sunday.
But whom may she teach? She may teach anyone who becomes a member of the group she instructs ; anyone who seeks
instructions at her hand. Are there no restrictions touching the occasions when she may teach? Yes. She is not
allowed to us.ttrp authority over man on any occasion, nor
under any circumstances. Her teaching then must be such,
and under such occasions, that she does not fail to be in subjection to man.

In Old Testament times men went to women for instructions, and God inspired women to impart the instruction and
info~tion
the men needed. Women must not usurp author!ty over the man in the meeting house, the store, the automobile, or on the field of battle. But there have been conditions. under which woman taught a group of men, including
~he high priest, by God's authority, without usurping authority over man, and she can do the same today.
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R,emember : The meeting house is not the church.
Do not forget: Christian women are "in the church" no
matter where they may be--at home, in the store, in the automobile; or in the flower garden teaching her husband the
name of a flower, or how to harvest bulbs.

Questions
1.
2.
8.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

What chapter in the Bible e-Itols a good woman?
Quote paasage showing man is the "bread winner."
Are "modern women" workers ?
Discuss attitude of mothers towards children today.
Discuss attitude of children towards mothers today?
What of boy who is not taught to be useful?
What of girl who is not taught to be useful?
How do m1!n and women "supplement" each other?
Point out how at times woman becomes the "bread winner."
In your view, what is woman's realm?
In what work is woman the happier?
Discuas women and public work.
Show that work does not make one honorable.
What kind of work is honorable?
Discusa the attitude of men towards woman today.
What of the attitude of women towards men?
What does education do for unborn generations?
When is "knowledge power?"
Is the chivalry of man on the wane?
Which causes the most comment: A sin against custom, or
one against God ?
Name some good customs, and some that are bad.
Name some customs that have changed.
How does eJ1:perimenting lead to prog-ress?
Discuss divine legislation, · opinion, and custom.
Compare the methods of 1776 and 1938.
What do you think is the proper length of woman's dress?
What is the difference between divine legislation and ell:perimenting ?
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28. Give examples of effort to c'hange divine legislation .
29. Compare the mental powers of men and women.
80. Detail the home-maker's work for a day .
81. Why is it the husband is more adept in some things than
his wife?
82. Name some women who have been leaders?
88. Why do some men outgrow their wives?
84. Discuss woman's ability to teach.
85. Show by quotations that God recognized woman's ability to
teach.
86. What is the church T
37. Is a Christian woman in the church when she is teaching in
the public echoola?
88. Is it the duty of Christian women to teach God's word!
89. Why does the church of Christ assemble on Sunday?
40. What is a Sunday School T
41. Describe a "teachi.ncservice."
42. Who are the onneen
of the church of Chriat?
4S. Under whose supervision is a "protracted meeting" which
the church of Christ conducts T
«. What of religious institutiona separate from the church T
45. Show how a woman can teach without "usurping" authority.
46. Is it a principle or cu.atom for woman to be a help-meet for
man?
47. Can woman be a "helper" without being in "subjection!"

Topics for Discussion
1.
2.
8.
4.
6.

Idleness.
Rich People.
Ananiu and Sapphira.
Church Societies.
The Husband Maki~ the Church Contributions.

THE DRESS OF WOMEN

III.

The Dress of Women

THE

dress of the Hebrew priest is minutely described-in the Old Testament. (Ex. 28; Lev. 8 :1-13;
16 :4.) Aside from the garments of the priests little is said
about the clothing of the people in general. It does appear
though that from what is said we can form a pretty accurate
idea of the clothing of both men and women.
MATERIALS. Bible students know from what the first
clothes of Adam and Eve were made (Gen. 3 :7). Later
the skins of animals were converted into clothes ( Gen. 3 :21 ;
Heb. 11 :37). Among the prophets, Elijah and John the
Baptist are spoken of as having usoo the skins of animals for
clothing. In cold climates animal skins for clothing has
never fallen into disuse. How early the Hebrews learned to
make clothing from the hair of animals is not known. At an
early date flax was cultivated in Egypt, from which linen
cloth was made. The heathen priests in Egypt were required
to wear linen garments; it was also used in connection with
the tabernacle built by Jehovah's directions, and the Hebrew
priests were robed in linen when serving at the altar. (Ex.
25 :4; 26 :1 ; 28: 15.) Fine linen clothes were worn by the
rich, as well as by the royalty ( Gen. 41 :42 ; Est. 6: 1-9).
While in Egypt a family of the tribe of Judah was given the
task of cultivating flax and manufacturing it into "fine linen"
(I Chr. 4:21). Curtains for the tabernacle were woven from
goat's hair. Camel hair was also woven into cloth. Sackcloth was made from goat's hair, also from camel's hair.
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How early cotton cloth was used we do not know, but we do
know it was used in Egypt during the time of Jewish bondage. Ooth of mixed materials was not permitted at an early
date (Lev. 19:19; Deut. 22:11).
COLORS. It appears that the Hebrews did not use colors to any great extent in their clothing, till they came under
the inftuence of the Egyptians.
ORNAMENTAL DRESS. ·The Egyptians were artisans
in wea,ving, as well as making embroidery. It is most
likely the Hebrews learned from them how to make cloth
with threads of different colors woven into it, and in some
instances they wove a strand of gold or silver into the cloth.
On the curtains of the tabernacle cherubims were represented, either woven into the c:;loth,or woven separately,
then cut out and appliqued on the ·curtain. ( Ex. 28; 36 :1-31.)
THE DRESS OF WOMAN. The dress of men and
wom~ in Old Testament times, among the Hebrews, was
much more similar than in the dress of the opposite sexes
in our country· today. Some articles of dress were common
to both. A closely fitting woven garment, reaching from
neck to knee, and in some instances from the neck to the
ankle was part of the regular dress. With the most prosperous a similar garment was worn over the under garment
with a girdle at the waist line, binding the garment to the
body. Over these was a slip which opened at the neck, ex.:.
tending well to the knee, or a little below. The outer garment was a quadrangular robe of such size that it could be
easily thrown over the entire body, covering the body from
head to foot. Often a corner of this robe was thrown over
the head for protection. The robe is much used today. The
material from which it is ma~e today is silk, or cheaper
cloths, and it depends on the ability of the people to pay
for the robe which they buy. The majority of the people
in Palestine today spend all they can spare on their dress.
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HEAD GEAR. So far as I have been able to learn, where
an artificial covering has been worn on the head, it was
either an ornament, or used for protection. In some instances it served a double purpose. In our country men wear
hats, or caps, for protection ; and though women usually
wear a head covering it is not always for protection . In
many instances it is worn wholly as an ornament. It is a
fact today that when a woman buys a hat for evening wear,
or for a "dress occasion," she is more interested in finding
a hat suited to her particular style of beauty; or one that is
of the latest vogue, than she is in a protection for her head.
(I think it shows good taste in a woman when she selects a
hat that is becoming to her style of beauty.)
In early Bible history I am unable to find any reference
to the head-dress of the people. At a comparatively early
date ref ercnce is made to a cord which was wound af9Und
the head, but from the connection in which the reference
appears it seems to have been worn as the badge of a supplicant, and was in no sense a part of the regular head-gear
of the people. There were specific directions touching the
head-dress of the priests in Old Testament times (Ex .
28 :4). Touching the head-dress of the people as a whole. in
their routine work and social intercourse, there is no ref ercnce, nor is 'there an intimation that Jehovah required the
people to have any kind of head-covering.
In time the people began to wear a turban on the head, but
at what period it came into use we do not know. Surely
they must have worn something on their heads to protect
the head from heat, as well as cold. We know that at times
they used their outer garment for such purposes. My guides
in Egypt, as well as in Palestine, wore the red fez, but when
the sun was at its zenith they would throw the corner of their
robes over the head, extending it before the face, to protect
the eyes.
HAIR.

When Joseph, the Hebrew, was brought from
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the Egyptian prison to appear before Pharaoh the king, he
shaved his head ·and his face (Gen. 41.14). Egyptians regarded a long beard as insanitary. They shaved their faces
as well as their heads. When they bought slaves they required that they shave the face clean of all hair. Egyptian
women wore long hair.

In Assyria men wore long hair, carefully curled, combing it closely to the scalp, and allowing it to fall to the shoulders. Their beards, and the ends of the mustache were also
curled. In Greece long hair was by both sexes worn for many
centuries. About 300 B. C. the Romans began to shave their
faces and crop their hair.
THE HAIRl AS AN ORNAMENT. With most ancient
nations, as well as with the cultured of all nations today, the
hair is an object of painstaking care ; and regarded as one
of nature's most valuable ornaments, when properly groomed.
"His head is as the most fine gold; his lodes are bushy
(curly) and black as a raven" ( S. of S. 5 :11). '"The hoary
head is a crown of glory (beauty)" (Prov. 16:31).
LONG HAIR. It appears that throughout Old Testament
times Bible women all wore long hair. They had a means of
binding it, rather than allowing it to fall loosely about the
shoulders (Num. 5 :18). They may have used a fillet with
which to confine the hair. It is certain that the men in Old
Testament times wore their hair longer than men do in our
country now (Lev. 10:6). Absalom's hair was cut only
one time each year (II Sam. 14:26). The Hebrew women
in the days of Christ wore long hair (Lk. 7 :38; Jno. 11 :2).
There was no law in the Old Testament, nor is there in the
New Testament governing how women should dress the
hair; nor were there any prohibitions covering the ornaments
they might wear in the hair.
CROPPING THE HAtR. In Arabia for a time there
was the custom among the natives of cropping the hair and
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offering a portion of it in sacrifice to idols. To the Hebrews
Jehovah said : "Ye shall not round the comers of your heads,
neither shalt thou mar the corners of thy beards" (Lev.
19:27; 21 :5). "Comers" of the head and beard were the hair
around the ears and temples. Priests were required to "poll"
their hair (Ezek. 44:20). A baldheaded man could not be
a priest (Lev. 21 :5). In New Testament times every
Christian is a priest, or priestess, regardless of the amount
of hair he may have, or the absence of hair (Rev. 1 :6).
Again, and again, through the centuries there have been
heated discussions over what is the proper length of a woman's hair . This gives emphasis to the fact that with some
custom becomes a law.
It has not been many years since all churches in observing
communion service used one or two cups in distributing
the "fruit of the vine." When the individual communion
service was introduced, some protested, and a few refused
to attend services in a congregation where they did not have
a common drinking cup, used by all the communicants. ~
more im~
· ttached
t e_way we do a thmg,_!__
nan
to w a 1s done - when the significance of the thing done is
not uppermost in the heart, the whole service becomes a
mere rote, rather than obedience to Jehovah.
The order of Jehovah is that woman is to be in subjection
to man. She is the "weaker vessel." Man is her protector.
Man is the head, the home builder ; .woman the helper and
keeper of the home. To disregard this arrangement constitutes one a rebel against heaven. Keeping the home means
more than "doing the dishes," dressing the beds, sweeping
the floors and cooking the meals. Let it not be thought that
woman's subjection to man begins at the time of marriage,
rather, it has been the order from the beginning!
God has fixed recognized differences in the very appearance of man and woman. There should never be a confusing
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of one with the other. Women were forbidden to wear the
clothing of men ; and men were not allowed to don the garments of women ( Deut. 22 :5). Each wearing the clothing
designed for them was an aid in preventing the confusing
of one with the other at a distance. In addition to this,
woman was given "hair for a covering," which with her
identifying dress enabled all to distinguish men from women; and also gave emphasis to the divine order - the recognition of man as the ·head.
Possibly the customs touching the head covering for
women have been more varied than any one custom. Showing "subjection" to man by a covered head, was, no doubt,
at the first, by the hair - and there was no legislation touching how the hair was to be dressed. In time changes came,
arvl the veil instead of the hair became the symbol of subjection, as well as a means of identifying; and Jehovah did
not protest the veil, for it did not violate a divine principle;
but when a custom patterned after heathen practices was
introduced and made necessary to acceptable appearance in
the assembly of the saints, Paul declared that the New Testament church had no such custom, and that the attempt to
bind it on the church was sinful !
CUSTOM . Custom decreed veil-wearing. Custom has
now abrogated the edict. God did not bind the wearing of
the veil on Christian women. The wearing of a head-covering, made by man, is a custom which has never been by
heaven bound on woman.
THE WI.DOW'S VEIL. In the community of my boyhood days custom demanded that a widow wear a black veil
for a year following the death of her husbarvl; and the widow who disregarded the custom was regarded as immodest.
If the widow .cast aside her veil before the expiration of the
year following the death of her husband, it was regarded
as an open declaration that she had "set out" - was seeking
another husband. But the custom of the widow wearing the
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black veil for a year following the death of her husband no
longer exists in that city. Regardless of custom, God's law
that women fill a secondary pl~ce to that of man, in rank,
will hold till the end.
HAIR FOR A COVER.ING. Of women Paul said:
"Her hair is given her for a covering." This cannot mean
that her hair was given her by custom as a covering, nor can
it mean that her hair was made a sign of subjection by custom. To say that God gave woman long hair, and men short
hair, is saying too much; for the hair of both is short at
birth, and the hair of each grows.
MEN WITH LONG HAIR. Paul inquired: "Doth not
even nature itself teach you, that, if a man have long hair,
it is a shame unto him?" (I Cor. 11 :14). That the word
"nature" in this passage is used to denominate that which
had by long practice fastened itself on the people as a custom, is shown by verse sixteen. There was a time when long
hair was not a "shame" unto man. This is shown by the
fact that Absalom and Samson both had long hair, but it
was not a "shame" to them. The custom of their day was
not the same as the custom in Corinth when Paul wrote to
the church there.
The style of dressing the hair differed. Curly hair was
popular. To curl the hair shortened it, or, rather, made it
appear shorter. Custom approved the practice. To curl the
hair is a popular practice now. If to make the hair appear
shorter, by curling it, did not prevent the hair serving the
purpose designed, that lo£ showing subjection, why may not
the hair be made actually shorter and still meet all righteous
demands ? There was no legislation on the actual length of
the hair by Jehovah. Legislation on the style of dressing
the hair is not found in God's word .
Custom today calls for shorter hair than it did in the days
of my boyhood; yet women's hair dressed in the style of
today is as identifying and serves as a covering as if did
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when women wore it long. In Corinth there were some who
would dictate the length of a woman's hair, and today there
are some who speak as though they were authority, and
dictate the length necessary for a woman to have her hair,
else she will never enter heaven.
ORNAMENTS FOR THE HAIR. The women of the
East have always taken much pride in their hair; and in
many different ways did they dress it from time to time. In
ancient times the women gave more time to dressing their
hair than our women do today. Long hair was the ancient
style, and in the days of Christ was greatly prized (I Cor.
11 :15). Costly ornaments were used on the hair . The hair
of Jesus was anointed with "precious ointment" (Mt. 26 :7).
The people in the East used much ointment, which was highly perfumed, and costly (Ps. 23 :5). The Parthians had
a "Royal Ointment" which was composed of "cinnamon,
spikenard, myrrh, gum styrax, sassia, saffon, cardamon, wine,
honey, and ~ixteen other ingre(jients." It appears that the
Persians were artists in odoriferous compounds. Of one of
the kings of Persia is it said he use<l an ointment which he
thought improved his complexion. When Alexander the Great
captured Darius at Arbela there were found in his possession
choice nards, and highly perfumed ointments. The ointment
of consecration used by the Jews was not used for ordinary
purposes. The "holy anointing oil" was composed of myrrh,
sweet cinnamon, sweet calamus, sassia, and olive oil (Ex.
30:23, 24).
Not only was ointment much used on the hair, but much
time was spent in its preparation; and having it perfumed to
please was a matter of great concern with the manufacturers . Dressing the hair demanded no little attention and
skill. The ladies often twisted their hair around the head,
and at the temples wrought it into different designs; they
knew how to make it stay "put" at any place they desired.
Our modem "Beauty Specialists" would give much to know
some of the seer ets of the hairdressers and beauticians of
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ancient times. Often the hair was dressed by being plaited
into a number of tresses which were allowed to hang down
the back, and were kept stretched full len&"th
-by ornaments
of gold, pearls, and precious stones fastened at intervals
down the hair to its extremity. At times, men and women
also _entwined a thread of gold and silver in the hair.
ORNAMENTS FOR WOMEN . Among the ornaments
worn by the Hebrew women at one time was a cord around
the head at the forehead, to which precious stones were attached, and from it in some instances pendants of gold, silver, and other metals wrought into different designs were
suspended, reaching far down on the breast (Isa . 3 :18;
Prov . 1 :9; 3 :3). Pharaoh put a necklace around the neck of
Joseph (Gen. 41 :42) . See also S. of S. 4 :9; Ezk. 16 :11).
For a man to wear a necklace today would draw adverse
criticism. How long it will be till men will be wearing necklaces in our country I am not willing to predict. In the days
of the Old Testament the bridegroom and bride adorned
themselves with such ornaments as they could afford. "AJJ
a bridegroom decked himself with ornaments, and as a bride
adorneth herself with jewels" (Isa. 61 :10). "Can a maid
forget her ornaments, or a bride her attire" (Jer. 2 :32)?
They had for ornaments and conveniences, bracelets, rings
for the fingers, and for the ears, brooches, armlets, ankle
chains, cauls, pendant~, crescen~s,. mufflers, 5:15h~s,perf':11'1e
boxes, etc. ( Gen. 41 , Ex. 32 .2 , N-um. 31.50, Isa. 3 .1823; Ezk. 16:10, 11).
R,egardless of the effort to teach the truth on all subjects,
there are some who will not read ; and then there are those
who form their opinion as to what a passage of Scripture
teaches when they do not have a grasp of the teaching of the
Bible as a whole. There are some who build a theory on one
verse of Scripture, failing to take into account what the
Lord says in another verse. Such is dealing unfairly with
the Word of God. There are some men, and a few women,
who are, I think, "cranks" about the dress of women. They
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insist that it is wrong for a woman to dress in the latest
style. It is insisted that women should dress in "modest
apparel" ( I Tim. 3 :9). So I insist, but it becomes a question : "What is 'modest apparel' ?" The length of the skirt
worn by women today would have been regarded as immodest when I was a boy - in the section where I grew I
AOORNMENTS CONTRASTED.
There are some
who fail to get the lesson designed by the Holy Spirit when
it said of Christian women: "Whose adorning let it not be
the outward adorning of braiding the hair, and of wearing
of jewels of gold, or of putting on apparel; but let it be the
hidden man of the heart, in the incorruptible apparel of a
meek and quiet spirit" ( I Pet. 3 :3, 4). By reason of a false
interpretation of this passage some have insisted that it is
wrong for a woman to wear articles of gold, or any kind of
jewelry. The passage does not even intimate that it is
wrong to wear jewelry. To place on the passage a construction which forces it to teach that it is wrong for a woman
to wear jewels of gold, or other articles of ornamental silver, precious stones, and like ornaments, is a vicious interpretation, and- subjects the one who so interprets the passage to ridicule, for such an interpretation forces the conclusion that women must go nude I Note the reading and its application to Christian women : "Whose adorning let it not
be the outward adorning• ••of putting on apparel.II "Apparel" is clothing. Peter did not say it was wrong for women
to put on clothes. Peter did not teach that it 'is wrong for
Christian women to put on clothes. He is talking of the
adornments, or ornaments, of Christian women, and says
their adornments is not to consist in "braiding the hair."
Who is so dense that he cannot see Peter is making a contrast between the necessary ornaments and that which commends to the world. Often one thing is denioo that another
may be emphasized, by contrast. Not that one thing is
denied in the absolute, but denied to give stress to another
thing. The important thing, the passage teaches, is that
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women must be adorned with a "meek and quiet spirit," for
such an "ornament" commends to Jehovah. Fine clothing
and jewels of gold are negligible by way of comparison.
There came to my home one day a man who declared
himself to be a Christian minister. He came, he said, to see
me. In my absence Mrs. Nichol received him. In learning
that L would not be home for several weeks, the man said,
"I came to see Brother Nichol, and will await his return
home." While being served lunch on the day of his arrival
he said to Mrs. Nichol, "I have quit working. One time I
worked hard, but no more will I work for the material things
of life, for the Lord said : 'Labor not for the meat that perisheth, but for that which endureth unto everlasting life'"
(Jno. 6 :27). Mrs . Nichol "shipped" the man immediately
after lunch; and it is my conviction that had he declared before the lunch hour that he would not work, she would have
shipped him without a bite. The teaching of the passage is:
Meat that perisheth is of so little importance when compared
to the meat that endures to eternal life, that meat that perisheth is not to have a place of importance in your life.
"Seek ye first the kingdom of God."
Peter does not teach that it is wrong for women to wear
jewelry, or braid the hair. Sister, to have your hair dressed
in the latest mode, your dress well-fitted, clean, pressed, tailored in keeping with the latest fashion ; your face painted
and powdered, your lips · rouged, and attractive ornaments
in your hair, and at your throat, is no sin. Let it be remembered, though, that such ornaments do not give you entrance
into heaven. Such things commend you to men, but it takes
a different kind of "adornment" to commend you to Jehovah.
It has been said: "Beauty is a duty;" We live in a beautiful world. The gorgeous colors of the sunset, with the blending of the delicate tints is more beautiful than any picture
ever spread on the canvas by the hand of man. The grace of
the flower, with its wondrous beauty is not closely imitated
by the brush of the artist. The gorgeous, awe-inspiring, en-
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trancing landscape with its heart-appeal must be no more
than a pre-figuring of our eternal home.
I regret to see the irregular face, the marred countenance,
or the mal-fonnation of a body. I delight to see the wellgroomed man; the attractively robed, beautiful woman; but
a soul marred by sin, a character stained by iniquity, a person made hideous by wickedness is too revolting for words
and too sad for tears.
An unkempt, dowdy, slovenly woman; a dirty, slouchy,
vulgar man is disgusting to right-thinking people I
Sister, make yourself as attractive as you can, physically,
and adorn yourself with the jewels of Christian cha~er,
and then you can be of the greatest influence in the uplift of
humanity.
Men cannot buy their way into heaven with gold ; nor can
a woman open the gates of pearl with physical beauty and
attractive ornaments made by artisans in jewelry . The rich
man can use his wealth to extend the kingdom of God, and
the beautiful woman can be a great asset in saving souls, if
she will

Questions
1. Diacuu dreu of the Hebrew Priest.
2. What of tJie dreu of people in &eneral in 0. T. times T
8. Of what were first clothes made T
,. Tell all yoq can about flu. Ita use.
Ii. Of what were the curtaina of the tabernacle made?

8. Of what wu sackcloth madeT
7. When wu ackcloth wom T
8. What about cloth of "mixed" materials T
9. From whom did hrael learn to uae colors in ch'.eu T
10. How did they ornammt their dreaaea T
11, Deacribe the curtaJna of the tabernacle.
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Descn'be the general appearance of Hebrew dress.
When did Heb~s
first wear artificial bead-dreaa T
Why was artificial bead-dreaa worn T
Do women wear hats today solely for protection T
DiSCUS8"keeping up with the style" in women's hats. Men's
too.
17. Describe the head-gear of the Hebrew priest.
18. How did Egyptians regard hair and beard of men T
19. Contrast hair of men in Assyria and Egypt.
20. Discuss custom of Grecians and Romans relative to hair.
21. Discuss the hair as an ornament.
22. What of length of hair of men and women in Old Testament T
23. Tell of length of women's hair in time of Christ.
24. Does the Bible regulate the length of the hair of women, or
men?
25. Discuss offering hair to idols. Where?
26. What are the "corners" of the head?
27. Why was a baldheaded man barred from the priesthood?
28. Who are priests today? Are women prieste,sses?
29. Illustrate how "custom" becomes a "law."
30. Who is the "keeper of the home?"
31. What does "keep the home" mean?
32. What of .one sex wearing the clothing of the other?
33. What was the symbol of woman's subjection ?
· 34. What change came in this symbol?
35. Discuss "binding" a custom.
36. Discuss the custom of wearing a veil.
37. Is wearill8 an artificial heed-cove.ring a law of God?
38. Tell of the "widow's veil."
39. Discuss hair as a covering.
40. Discuss men with long hair.
41. What length must a woman's hair be?
42. Discuss style of dressing the hair.
43. What of ornaments for the hair?
44. Tell of ointments for the hair.
45. Who today uses the most ointments for hair, men or women?
46. Discuss ornam-ents worn by Hebrew men and women.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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DiBCUu "modest apparel."
Read before the class and discuss I Pet. 3:1-4.
Read and discuss Jno. 6:27.
Discuss: Is it wrong for women to wear jewelry. For men T
Discuss: Is it wrong for a woman to paint her cheeks!
Is "Beauty a duty!"
How may we use our money, and personal charms?

Topics for Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dress of Old Testament Priest.
The History of Jezebel.
Discuss II Pet. 1:5-11.
Discuss Jas. 2:1-26.
Discuss Mt. 25:1-14.

CUSTOM

IV.

Custom

A

COMMUNITY, or country, may form
the habit of doing a certain thing in a particular way till it
becomes a custom - an unwritten law with them; and he
who does not follow their custom in that particular thing, is,
in many instances, regarded as a sinner. The custom may
in no way pertain to moral or spiritual righteousness.
Not infrequently custom changes within the lifetime of
one individual. Men of middle life can recall when it would
have caused adverse criticism for a mature woman to have
appeared in public in our country with her hair "bobbed."
Today a mature woman with bobbed hair seldom causes a
comment-she does not attract attention because of cropped
hair.
Though customs change, let it not be overlooked that principles do not change; nor does a principle depend on any one
community, or country for its righteousness.

In the synagogues of the Orthodox Jews the men wear
their hats when at worship; but in the synagogues of the
Reformed Jews they remove their·hats. Their customs differ.
In the synagogue of the Reformed Jews the audiences are
mixed - men and women may occupy the same pew; but
in the synagogue of the Orthodox Jews men and women at
worship are separated when at worship. In the days of
Christ the synagogues of the Jews had a low partition, five
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or six feet high, running from near the entrance to a short
distance from the speaker's stand; and the women were seated
on one side of the partition, and the men on the other side
of the dividing wall. The speaker's stand was so arranged
that he could see all within the assembly. Later galleries
were constructed for the women, -and a lattice work which
served as a screen made it impossible for the meu io see the
women when at worship in the synagogues. The Jew and
the Jewess entered the synagogue by different doors.
There was no divine legislation requiring the Jews to
build synagogues, nor was it God's order that men and
women be separated when at worship.
KISSING. Kissing is a practice as old as the history of
the human family. It was, and is, a means by which affection is manifested between parents and children (Gen. 27 :26), between husband and wife, between friends, and lovers. Most likely at the first, kissing was pressing lip to lip,
for a moment. Then came the time when the hair was
kissed- the lip pressed to the hair; the pressing lip to cheek
was, and is ye~ counted as a kiss ; and still later the cheek was
pressed to the cheek when friend kissed friend. In some instances the hand was kissed, as well as the feet by pressing
the lips to them. The wife and daughter on some occasions
kissed the brean of the husband and father. My guide in Palestine kissed me on otlr leavetaking by pressing his right
cheek to my right cheek, and then his left cheek to my left
cheek. In our country it is not the custom of men to kiss
men - that is, they do not press lip to lip. Kissing by pressing lip to lip, or cheek to cheek, is not a principle!
THE HOLY KISS. "Greet each other with an holy
kiss" (I Cor. 16 :20) ). In the days of the apostles one form
of greeting was that of kissing, pressing lip to lip. To the
saints at Corinth, as well as in all other places, the exhortation was that their greeting be free from all false pretense,that there be no hypocrisy in their salutations. Kissing was
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no safeguard against hypocrisy, for there were times when
the hypocrite greeted some one with the kiss; ~ence the exhortation of Paul that Christians should not dissemble, that
their greetings should not be a pretense - let your greetings be pure, the expression of the condition of your heart
and your regard for the one saluted. In too many instances
kissing has been a smoke-screen behind which the hypocrite
has secreted himself. In our country hand-shaking has well
nigh supplanted the custom of kissing. Today we often greet
our friends with no more than a word spoken, the nod of the
head, wave of the hand, a smile, or "lifting'' the hat. For
Christians to show regard each for each is a principle of the
Christian religion (Rom . 12:10; Phil. 2:3). We meet the demands of the passage: "Greet each other with ·an holy kiss"
when we shake hands with our brethren, or greet them with
some word, or expression of appreciation, or nod of the head
with facial expression. Kissing is not a principle, but is a
means to an end. The custom of greeting may change, but
the principle has not.
It is characteristic of writers and speakers, in discussing
a subject with which the ones addressed are familiar, to omit
many details, and matters generally known. You might discuss at length the character of those who can righteously eat
the Lord's supper, without making comments on the elements used in that supper. Your dissertation might be read
by some one wholly unfamiliar with institution of the supper, or elements used; or time when it is to be observet.1.
Too many of us do not have a knowledge of the conditions
and customs of the people in the first century of the Christian religion to whom the letters in the New Testament
were written, hence some expressions and ref crcnccs may
not be fully appreciated. "Pray without ceasing" (I Thcss.
5 :17), docs not mean the Christians arc to do nothing but
pray. Upon them falls the necessity of working that they
may cam their bread; they must visit the· sick, and preach
the word. They are not to spend their entire time in pray-
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ing. "Peter and John were going up into the temple at the
hour of prayer, being the ninth hour" (Acts 3 :1). The Jews
had their stated hours of prayers, and when a man engaged
in prayers at the stated hours it was said of him : He prays
"without ceasing." "He prays always." When it is said of
the disciples that they "were continually in the temple" (Lk.
24 :53), it means no more than that they went to the temple
at stated hours - possibly reference is made to the hour when
the daily sacrifice was made at the temple.
CORINTH. Corinth was at one time the most important
city in Greece. Being on the main artery of travel between
the East and the West it was second to no city in Greece in
commercial importance. Gathered there were men of wealth,
and through its ports flowed the wealth of nations. Men of
keen intellects, skilled workmen, and social climbers lived in
Corinth. The city was a place of beauty, and was called
"The Ornament of the East." In Corinth the temple of
Venus, the goddess of love, is said to have been one of the
finest in the world. The temple of Apollo was one of beauty
and magnificence. Corinth was overrun with wealth, intellectuals, and pleasure-seekers. It was the gayest city in
the East. Her · places of amusement, with appeals to every
form of licentiousness and the carnal appetite, became the
most popular and fashinoble resort in all the world. The
temple of Venus with its hundreds of female slaves promenading its well-kept grounds and spacious corridors day
and night, under the guise of religious freedom, advertising for sale prostitution's wares, was a veritable Sodom. So
deep in sin did the city fall that in other cities to refer to
one as a "Corinthian" was an insult, for the inhabitants of
the city were regarded as moral perverts - it was thought
of as a city of prostitutes.
To the city of Corinth Paul came with the gospel. Surely
it was not a place with very inviting soil in which to sow the
seed of the kingdom of heaven. For people who were steeped
in sin as were the Corinthians to turn from their unholy
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lives and climb to the heights of righteousness required a
radical change - a change which can be brought about by
no other system than the gospel o.f Christ. There were those
in Corinth though who were surfeited with wickedness;
and when they heard the gospel story, many of them "believed, and were baptized" ( Acts 18 :8). Thus a church of
Christ was established in that city. The environments of
that new church were far from ideal. The former practice
of some of the members, and the prevailing customs in the
town were barriers to their progress in righteousness. The
urge to enter new fields of labor impelled the pioneer, Paul,
to move on. The years slipped rapidly by, and all did not
go well in the church at Corinth. The news reached Paul
that some of the members at Corinth had lapsed; and in the
first letter to that church he upbraids some of them for failing to climb to the stature of manhood in Christ . By reason
of false teachers and others who cateroo to the licentious,
the church at Corinth presented an ugly picture of professing Christians. One of the customs among the Corinthians
was that the women did not appear in public places with their
faces uncovered. There were some who disregarded this
custom, and brought on themselves adverse criticism . The
women connected with the heathen temple cast aside their
veils, and with hair unbound, advertised the wares of whoredom, till it was looked on as being expected and permissible
of those women; but the masses of women of Corinth when
they appeared in public were "veiled." The veils were worn
as a recognition of man as the head; it was a symbol of woman's "subjection."
The heathens looked on the church of Christ at Corinth
as "another church," a "sister church ." Among the women
of thi s new church, possibly some of them appeared in public without having their faces veiled, not as a gesture towards unrighteousness, - immorality - but because women
appeared in other places without being veiled.
Paul discusses the relationship of men and women (I Cor.
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11 :1-17). He insists that men and women sustain the common relationship to Jehovah. All become Christians by obedience to the same law, and must alike observe the law of righteousness. In this letter to Corinth Paul brings to the fore
the fact that in Jehovah's arrangements woman is to be in
"subjection to

man."

THE SYMBOL OF SEX-RELATIONSHIP
THE VEIL. "The head of every man is Christ ; the
head of the woman is man; and the head of Christ is God."
(I Cor. 11 :3). What called forth this statement we do not
know. Possibly the Jews at Corinth, because of their custom of requiring the women to appear at the synagogues
with their faces covered made the inquiry; or possibly because the women attending the services in the heathen temples with uncovered faces had influenced the Christian
women, and some of them were attending the services of the
church at Corinth without their veils. But why speculate
about the matter of what called forth the discussion by Paul?
In the passage it is stated that the "head of every man is
Christ." (See the discussion of "The Divine Order," page
84). For a Olristian man to appear . in the place of worship with his head covered was for him to show by his head
gear that he did not recognize Christ, or any other as his
head; and in so doing he dishonored Christ, his head. For
the women to come into the assembly of the saints with head
uncovered, was for her to dishonor her head - her own
head! Why?
1. For a woman to appear in a place of public worship
with her head unveiled indicated a lack of the womanly modesty becoming women of uprightness of that day, for it
was the custom of women in that day, in that country, to
show their recognition of sex relationship by wearing a covering on their heads when in public. The veil was a symbol of "subjection."
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2. For a woman to appear in a public place without her
veil, was the badge of a harlot in that day. The .veil came to
have double significance, in that it was a symbol of "subjection" to man; and too, it showed that the woman was not
advertising herself as an abandoned woman. For a man to
lift the veil of a woman that he might see her face was a
gross insult. For a husband to deprive his wife of her veil
was equal to divorce. Israel became so corrupt that Jehovah
declared he would divest her of the veil. Vashti, the Queen,
refused to obey the command of her husband, King Ahasuerus, to appear in his presence with her face unveiled that
her beauty might be seen by the men assembled with him.
For her to have appeared as commanded would have been
an immodest act in that day- it would have been an act
a virtuous woman did not commit in that time in her country.
It is not known when women first began to wear the veil.
It is certain that wearing the veil was not to protect the head,
nor the face. The veil at the first was possibly worn as an
ornament; and later came to be recognized as a symbol of
the subjection Jehovah commanded of women to men. Wearing the veil did not make man the head of the woman, hence
wearing the veil was not a principle. The principle is the
headership of man over woman, and such has been the order
from the beginning. Wearing the veil became a custom.
Customs change, and if women today can show their recognition of the headship of man in some other way than that
of wearing the veil, they meet every demand of the Lord by
whatever means they may show their subjection, provided,
of course, it is not by some method which is sinful within
itself, or reflects on women by reason of some custom.
Christianity does not stereotype any custom. Wearing a veil
is not binding on Christian women. Modesty is a principle,
~nd if a custom is modest then Christian women may adopt
it; but they must not follow a custom which brings reproach
on Christ. When a custom changes, if the new one is mod-
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est, the Christian woman may adopt it without any sin being
committed.
The early history of the Hebrew race reveals the fact
that the women did not wear a veil. In Egypt Sarah did not
wear a veil, for her beauty was known to the people of that
country, which fact could not have been discovered had she
continually worn the veil (Gen. 12 :14, 15). When Abraham sent his servant to the land of Mesopotamia to find a
wife for Isaac, the servant on coming to the well where he
met ~bekah did not find her with her face covered by a
veil, nor did she shrink from communing with him (Gen.
24). Not only so, but on being asked if he could find lodging
for the night in her home, she gave assurance there was
room for him, and provender for his camels. At a later date
Hebrew women covered their faces when in public places,
and also refused to talk with strangers, as well as 'others in
public pla~es.
\Vhen Jacob came to the well where he found Rachel
drawing water, she was not wearing a veil. Hannah was in
the place of worship praying when Eli saw her lips moving,
though he did not hear the words she spoke. Her face was
not covered. Wearing the veil was not a part of the dress
of Hebrew women at that time; thought it is a fact that it
was God's order that women recognize the headship of man,
and her subjection to man . Wearing the veil was not necessary to recognize the headship of man. The veil and covering for the head was a custom, nothing more!
I am inclined to the view that Rebekah made the trip from
Mesopotamia with her face unveiled, and her head uncovered,
but on seeing her prospective husband approaching she drew
the veil over her face, either as an ornament, or in recognition of her prospective head.
When I was in Egypt ten years ago the native women
were never seen on the street, or in public places, with their
faces uncovered. The custom has already changed! The
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married women wore black veils ; and the unmarried women
white veils. In Palestine at that time I ·saw a woman occasionally with face veiled. In Bethlehem and Nazareth among
the many women I met, not one of them wore a veil.
With the rise of Mohammedanism, came the seclusion of
women throughout much of the East, and the concealing of
the faces of women when they were in a public place. In Antioch and Tarsus and other towns where Mohammedanism
prevailed I did not see the face of a native woman. Within
the next few years there will be such a reformation throughout all the land (it is now advancing rapidly), that there will
not be found a woman wearing the veil as a head covering,
or symbol of subjection.
Let it be ever kept in mind that a righteous principle does
not change - it is right within itself, and does not depend
on geographical lines nor the roll of years. Custom does
not change a principle !
In no place do I find a command of Jehovah requiring
women to wear a veil with which to hide their faces, nor
did he command a covering for the head of women to be
worn in public, or private, as a symbol of her "subjection"
to man.

Frequently some one acts from an impulse, or by reason
of some sentiment, and the sentiment crystallizes into a custom, and the custom becomes a fixed law with some, and he
who does not observe it is severely criticized, if he is not
dubbed a sinner. Do not confuse a principle with a custom. Be careful lest you fail to discriminate between a
means to an end, and the end itself. In one community one
thing may be the means to and end; while in another section
another practice may be the means to the same end.

In the church of Christ at Corinth there were women who
were given that measure of the Holy Spirit that they were
declared to be prophetesses (I Cor. 14). It is possible they
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were swept off their feet by this honor, and forgetting the
custom of the modest women in that city, who wore a veil
when appearing in public, they cast aside the veil ; and like
the women in the heathen temples bobbed their hair, ~nd
appeared in the public meetings of the church . Such a course
would have subjected them to odium of being regarded as
prostitutes.
Paul says that for Christian women to appear in the place
of worship with uncovered heads indicated the same thing
as having the head shaven (I Cor. 11 :5). Prostitutes were
"shaven.''
The apostle closed the discussion by saying : "If any man
seemeth to be contentious, we have no such custom, neither
the churches of God" (I Cor. 11 :16). What "custom?"
What custom had he been discussing? The subject discussed
was that of men appearing in the place of worship with their
heads covered, and women with their heads uncovered. It
was a custom - "simply this and nothing more." It was a
custom originating with man, and rests on no higher authority.

Questions
1.
2.
8.
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9,

10.
11.
12.

Name some customs of your community.
Name a custom you have seen changed .
What is the difference between a custom and a principle!
What is ia "custom T"
What is a synagogue? Describe a synagogue. The customs.
When were synagogues first built?
Ia it right to observe the custom of people where you go T
~l all your know about the custom of kissing.
What is the difference between a kiss and a "holy kiss ?"
Is kissing a principle, or a custom?
Dtacuas salutations in general.
Tell all you know about Corinth. Its people.
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18.
1'.
15.
16.

Deacribe Paul's visit to Corinth.
Tell how the church waa establishi!d at Corinth.
Name eome of the customs at Corinth in Paul's day.
Why were men to appear at worship with •heads covered T
17. Wu (ia) wearing a hat a custom or principle?
18. Which should control, cuatom or principle?
19. Give the origin of customs and principles.
20. Can there be a custom which does not involve a principle T
21. Discusa customs and principles (I Cor. 8; Rom. 14).
22. Is Christianity a system of principles, or customs?
23. The head covered by women was a symbol of what?
24. Discuss the veila worn by womi!n in days of Paul
25. Tell the story of Vashti the Queen.
26. The veil came to be the symbol of what?
27. Was wearing a veil a custom or principle?
28. Is modesty a custom or principle?
29. Who is to dete.rmine what is "modest dress?"
30. May Christian women adopt a "new" custom?
31. Did Sarah wear a veil while in Egypt?
32. Did Rebekah wear a veil continually?
33. Did Rachel wear a veil ?
34. Did Hannah wear a veil when in public?
35. Discusa a means to an end, and the end itself.
36. To what custom does Paul refer in I Cor. 11:16T

Topics for Discussion
1.
2.
8.
4.

Traditions in Religion.
Environment.
Give an Outline of the First Corinthian letter.
Tell bow church at Corinth waa establiahed.
5. Discuaa I Cor. 1:14-17.

•

SUBJECTION

V.

Subjection

THE

teaching of the, New Testament: is
that Christians are obooient to the law of the land in which
they live - that they are in "subjection" to the law. Civil
law exists by the authority of heaven (Rom. 13-). Christ did
not inaugurate a system of religion which developed a spirit
or rebellion against civil law, as such. Though Christian.
slaves were taught to be obedient to their masters (Eph.
6), it should not be concluded from that that Christ endorsed
slavery. It was the influence of the teachings of the New Testament that brought to an end human slavery in our land.
The command to be in "subjection" to ,:ivil law is not to
be interpreted to mean that Christians are to engage in wars
of conquest by the use of carnal weapons. The Lord teach·
that Christians are to use their best efforts to show to eve,
one the relationships existing between all peoples; to steer
all into peaceful paths . The spirit of the jungle is not the
principle ori which Christians act. "Might is right" is not
the religion of the Christian. Those who have been schooled
in the religion of Christ, and practice righteousness, "do
good unto all men" as they have opportunity.
Because there has ever been, and will continue to be men
who do not respect the rights of others, civil law is necessary
that differences may be properly adjudicated, citizens protected, and property secured. The presumption is tQFltcivil
laws are just; but if the law of the land should make an unjust demand, rather than foment trouble, the Christian is to
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submit to the law, provided, of course, there is not a demand
that he violate some principle of righteousness. Christians
are to be in "subjection" to civil law. They are not to flaunt
duly constituted civil authority. What is meant by the term
"subjection?"

A HEAD NECESSARY
An organization, be it political, social, military, philanthropic, or religious, cannot succeed without a recognized
head. When two or more persons unite for the accomplishment of a certain work, one of the number must of necessity
become the .-"head" of the organization, the director of the
work. The relationship of each member of the firm must be
acknowledged and respected; else conflicting efforts may
be set in motion, and the confusion following retard the
progress of the work, if it does not def eat the purpose for
which the organization was formed. Though John Doe may
be elected head of the organization, that does not argue that
the other members of the firm are inferior to him in mental
ability, moral worth, civic righteousness, business acumen,
or spiritual life. Each member of the organization is responsible for the work assigned him. Lt matters not how far
short one member of the firm may fall in contributing to the
success of the firm, even thought the "head" of the firm
should fail to discharge his duty, Mary Doe, a member of
the firm, is not released from the obligation resting on her.

THE DIVINE ORDER
"The head of every man is Christ; the head of
every woman is the man; and the head of Christ
is God" (I Cor. 11:8).

He who does not recognize the order stated in the foregoing passage of Scripture, is wrong! Though direct reference in this passage is to Christians, and the "every man" in
the passage is the Christian man, the man who is a member
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of the body of Christ - the church, it should be remembered that Christ is the head of "all men," regardless of their
attitude towards him, for "in him were all things created,
in the heavens and upon the earth, things visible and things
invisible, whether thrones or dominions or principalities or
powers; all things have been created through him, and unto
him" (Col. 1 :16; Jno. 1) . Christians acknowledge Christ
as their head, and declare they are under binding obligation
to be obedient to him. He is also the head of all people, even
though many of them do not acknowledge or respect the relationship.
The order, or rank, is by Paul stated in the descending
scale: God, Christ, man, Woman. The relationship stated in
this verse is not one peculiar to the Christian dispensation
nor does it apply to Christians only. It is the order , or rank,
established by Jehovah in the beginning, and it changes not.
At no time, in no place has woman "usurped" authority over
man without having defied the authority of Jehovah ( I Tim.
2:12). When woman refuses to be in "subjection" to man
she is guilty ·of flaunting man's headship, and is in rebellion
against Jehovah.
When a woman becomes a wife she sustains a relationship
to her husband that she sustains to no other man. She becomes "one" with her husband ( Gen. 2 :24; Eph. S :31).
The relationship established by the marriage contract does
not change the law demanding that all women recognize the
headship of man. First Corinthians, fourteenth chapter and
thirty-fourth verse gives emphasis to the dual relationship
of the wife, first to her husband, and then to all men.
For one to be in "subjection" does not signify inferiority;
but it does give emphasis to the rank in the particular relationship contemplated.
GOD THE HEAD OF CHR.IST. "The head of Christ
is God." "And ye are Christ's: and Christ is God's" (I Cor.
3 :23). Paul reminded the Christians at Corinth that the
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church is Christ's - that it belongs to none other. It is subject to him. So also is Christ subject to God. He came to
earth to do the Father's will. "I came down from heaven,
not to do mine own will, but the will of him that sent me"
(}no. 6 :38) . In the shadow of the cross he cried: "Not as
I will, but as thou wilt" (Mt . 26 :39). The entire life of the
Master while He was on earth was an example of His "subjection" to the Father. "And being found in fashion of a
man, he humbled himself, and · became obedient unto death,
yea, the deatlr on the cross" ( Phil. 2 :8 ; Heb. 5 :8, 9). Though
equal with the Father ( Ph il. 2 :6) , he became subject to him;
but not inferior to him. Though he was the active agent
of the Father in creation's work, such did not make him a
second-rate person as compared with the Father (Col. 1 :1517; Jno. l ) . Though he is-· now reigning - the reigning
king (Ro. 15 :12), having "all authority in heaven and in
earth" (Mt. 28 :18, 19), he will, when he has completed the
work assigned him, deliver the kingdom to the Father, and
then he himself will be in "subjection" to the Father (I Cor.
15 :24-28). But the fact that he will ultimately be in "subjection" to the Father does not mean that he will be abased,
or inferior to the Father.
WIVES TO BE IN SUBJECTION
"Wives be in subjection to your own husbands" "in everything" (Col. 3:18; Eph . 5:23, 24; Tit. 2:5; I Pet. 3:1).
What is the meaning of the word "subjection " found in these
verses? To what extent is the wife to be in "subjection" to
her husband? Though L am asking this question, I am not
overlooking the statement that she is to be in "subjection"
to her husband "in everything." Does the term "everything"
in this connection require that the term be taken witho1:1t
any limitations? By this I mean: If the husband demands
that the wife engage in things that are sinful, is there resting
on her the necessity of being in "subjection"? If the husband demands that the wife do things contrary to the law
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of God and man, is she required to be in "subjection" - must
she do the biMing of her husband?
IS IT A TWO-FOLD SUBJECTION? Women are to
be in "subjection" to the Lord; and wives are to be in "subjection" to their own husbands . This may appear to be a
two-fold "subjection", but such is not the case. lt must be
rem«!mbered that the husband is also to be in "subjection"
to the Lord, hence, it resolves into one "subjection" for
the wife . She is to be in "subjection" to her husband, as
he is in "subjection" to the Lord .
THE l\tARITAL RELATIONSHIP . The marriage
relationship is designed by the Lord to be the ideal one in
society; that such alliance is indispensable to the happiness
of man and woman and their work in this life. Necessarily
one must be the "head," in the uniting of their efforts, else
the work of one might be at variance to that of the other.
In the divine order the husband is the head :,f the wife; but
being the head does not make him superior to his wife . In
the relationship between the husband and the wife, when it is
what God ordained it should be, there is perfect concord of
feelings, design in life, and hopes for eternity. When such
is the case the husband is never bitter against his wife, and
will, of course, make no unjust demands of her, for he loves
her. The wife never "nags" at the husband , but is ever
considerate of his wishes and happiness. Where mutual love
exists, and such is the case where the husband and wife are
each what they should be, it is a joy for the wife to follow
the lead of her husband.
"The husband is the head of the wife, as Christ also is
the head of the church." Are you impressed with the fact
that the apostle, instead of comparing the relationship of
Ouist and the church to that of the husband and the wife,
compares the relationship of the husband and the wife to
that of Christ and the church? He takes the divine relationship to illustrate and impress that of the human; he ii-
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lustrates the earthly by the heavenly,-rather than the heavenly by the earthly. Christ loved the church, and gave himself for it; so the husband loves the wife, and if needs be
will sacrifice his life for her. This being true he will not
impose on her any condition or requirement she will not be
glad to meet.
THE UNFIT HUSBAND. I, am not blind to the fact
that in some instances the husband is not morally fit to be
the head of a family; and too, some husbands are not mentally able to properly direct the affairs of the home. Under
such lamentable conditions it must needs be that the wife
strive to lead through the husband - that she steer him
and the children into proper paths. Though the husband is
the "head" of the family, it does follow that in the family there may not be, and in some instances are children who
are so far developed mentally that they are superior to him
in mental ability and executive skill, as well as moral and
religious righteousness. Not infrequently the wife outranks
the husband in every desirable thing, except physical strength .
When such conditions exist , if the family functions to its
best interest, and proves itself to be a godsend to society
it may be necessary to ignore the lead of the husband.
STRIFE IN THE HOME. It is possible there are times
when the wife magnifies the shortcomings of her husband ;
persuading herself that he is too exacting, unreasonable,
and at times is domineering. Does the husband exaggerate
the foibles of the wife, declare that she neglects him, having
become cold and indifferent? Has he made himself believe
that his wife "nags", and seeks to ride over him? Each may
discover in the other the tendency to neglect personal appearances as compared with neatness of dress, and charming manners shown before marriage. Possibly there is not
the courtesy that characterized each before marriage. It
is true that such conditions actually exist at times - and
then, what is to be done? I think it would be well for such
people to hie back to the days of courtship, and live again
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the days through which they passed when trying to win the
affections each of the other. Make yourself lovable again I
The husband must remember that . in the marital relationship
he is not to disregard all authority, for he is himself to be
in "subjection" to Christ . He may even refuse to acknowledge the obligation resting on him to be obedient to
Christ, bu.t it exists nevertheless, and he will have to answer
for his conduct (Jno. 5 :29). He is answerable to Christ
his "heal!" for any unrighteous demand, u;1reasonable burden, or unkind word that he may speak to his w:fe. The
wife must not forget that she will have to give account to the
Master for any failure on her part in making th-. home the
most desirable place in the social world for her husband.
Brother, make trips often to the heart of your wife, else the
pathway may be overgrown with weeds. Sister, never for a
moment abdicate the throne within the heart of your husband ; you are his Queen. See that you do not bring to him
serious disappointment. He needs affection ; he wants his
wife to be the most attractive, the neatest, - his constant
sweetheart !
BOTH HA VE DUTIES. Though the injunction is for
the wife to be in "subjection" to the husband, such is not to
be interpreted as meaning she is to submit to harsh, ruthless, tyrannical rule. Husbands and wives should consider
and discuss their several and various duties in the light of
the love of the husband for the wife, and her affection and
reverence for the husband ; ever keeping before them that
their lives are to be in harmony with the divine commandments as revealed in the Bible.
The wife has peculiar and special duties which cannot be
discharged by the husband; and on the husband falls obligations which the wife cannot discharge. Then there are
obligations which must be discharged by the husband and
wife acting as "one". Duties that neither can perform
alone. There are some things to be done in which the wife
takes the precedence, while in others the husband takes the
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lead. When matters have been discussed, and summed up,
if -one must make the final decision on some point, it ·falls
to the husband to do so in all normal cases; and if he is what
he should be, and she meets the demands of the law, it will
.be a pleasure for her to follow the lead of her husband.
A CHRISTIAN MARRIED TO A SINNER.•
For a
Christian man or Christian woman to marry one who is "out
of the Lord" is a dangerous step; and though not a sin it
does augment the probabilities of increased hardships in the
wife rendering due honor to the husband, as well as add
to the difficulties of the husband being in sympathy with the
ideals of the wife. Though you may be married to one who
is not a Christian you are not released from the obligations
imposed on those who enter the matrimonial state. It is
possible for the unbelieving husband to conduct himself in
such a way that he does not sin against his wife ; nor against
the law of heaven imposed on the husband and wife. So far
as the married relationship is counted, it is my persuasion
that it is possible for there to be a "successful" marriage
between those who are not Olristian, or between one who
is, and one who is not a Christian.
For one who is a Christian, and the other a disregarder
of God's law to be united in matrimony, is, I think, a condition not to be envied ; but it may be changed by the Christian prayerfully observing God's law (I Pet. 3 :1-4). Our
courts are cluttered up with divorce suits because of those
who refuse to abide Jehovah's law.
A UNIVERSAL OBLIGATION.
"Wives be in subjection to your own husbands." No one who thinks carefully entertains the view that the wife is to be treated as a
slave in the home. Being in "subjection" to the husband
does not lay on the wife -the necessity of aiding or abetting
the husband in a~y unrighteous act touching the law of God
or man. The degree of "subjection", and the occasion of
•(See APPENDIX, Page 184)
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"subjection" must be determined by its harmony with the
law of Jehovah. Of paramount importance is obedience to
the law of Jehovah, and this obligation rests onthe husband
and wife alike (Acts 4:19).
Some have the idea that they are under no obligation to
obey the law of God unless they have voluntarily declared
themselves amenable to the law. The man who is a citizen
of the United States of America does not have to go before
some public officials of the state or nation, and there assume
and declare his willingness to obey the law of our country
because on him resbi the necessity of obedience to the law.
The fact that he is a citizen carries with it the demand for
obedience. IBy reason of the fact that Jehovah is the Creator,
because all souls are his, we are under the bounden duty of
obedience to the law. One does not have to make a public
deolaration of his intention to obey the law of God, before
that demand rests on him.
HEAD AND HELPER.
Let us hark back to Adam's
young days. It is the sixth day of creation, and Eden with
all its beauty is before us. Adam newly created is resplendent with the vigor of youth and radiant with life, as in the
image of Jehovah he stands forth lord of all; and yet he is
ill at ease, for there is a sense of want and feeling of loneliness gripping him. His depression was increased when
before him the animals, birds and fish were paraded, for
within the entire horde there was no true companion for him.
"And the Lord said: It is not good that
the man should be alone; I will make
him a help meet for him" (Gen. 2:18).

It may have been on the rich odorous sward, beneath the
tree of life that Adam prostrated himself, and slept. While
Adam was in deep slumber Jehovah took from his side a
rib, and made therefrom a woman. On waking, Adam saw
her standing before ~im in all her wondrous beauty, and
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recognized her as the companion for whom he had unconsciously sighed. Of her he said:
"This la now bone of my bona, and flesh
of my flesh: she shall be called Woman,
because ahe was t.aken out of Man" (Gen. 2:23).
"Not from his bead he woman took
And made her husband to ~~e-~l~~j
Not from bis feet, as one aeingru,a
The footstool of the stronger khid:
But fashioned for himself a brid_!j
An equal, taken from bis aide."-wesley

Man, having been created first, was made independent of
woman, and placed in the Garden of &fen where work was
assigned him (Gen. 2:15). Though woman was made subsequent to man, that does not signify that she was, or is,
inferior to him. It is true though that woman was not made
for independent existence. "The man is not of the woman ;
but the woman of the man : neither was the man created
for the woman; but the woman for the man. • • • Nevertheless, neither is the woman without the man, nor the
man without the woman, in the Lord" (I Cor. 11 :8-11).
Not only was woman made for companionship for man ;
but to be his ''helper" also. Adam was unable to accomplish
the task before him. Eve was not to work independent of
Adam, but was to assist him - to be a "helper" in the work
assigned him. The work to be done became the work of the
two.

If you think straight it requires no argument to convince
rou that inasmuch as Eve was to be the "helper" of Adam,
it fell to Adam to direct the work. The "helper" is subordinate to the one who directs the work. When some one is
brought to you to assist in a task assigned you, or when you
call some one to assist you in accomplishing certain things,
the responsibility for the work, and the manner of its execution rests on you, not on the "helper." The "helper" does
not take charge of the work.
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When a woman becomes a wife she does not lose her individuality, responsibility, independence, or. identity. Though
she becomes "one" with her husband, it is not true that they
become one personality with but a· single thought - and the
husband doing all the thinking! God ordained that the wife
be the helper of the husband only in righteous endeavors.
THE HUSBAND IS NOT THE BOSS. Because the
Lord ordained that the husband be the head, and the wife the
"helper" of the husband, it should not be concluded that the
wife is to do all the work, while the husband plays the role of
"boss." Together they are to work. The program is not for
one to build while the other is tearing down.
CO-OPERATIVE WORK. Jesus gave emphasis to the
co-operation which should exist between men and women in
their united lives. Of Christians it is said: "We are God's
feUow-workers"-we work with him (I Cor. 3:9). In one's
salvation man does not do all the things necessary to salvation while Jehovah stands by and bosses ; nor does God do all
the work while man dictates. We work with God. So also
the husband and wife work together.
Though the husband is the head of the wife, and she is under the necessity of being in "subjection" to him, she is not
to slavishly obey him. If needs be she must rebel against him,
if he would prevent her serving Jehovah, or demand that she
engage in acts of wickedness.
SUBDUE THE EARTH
''And God created man in his own ima~e, in the
image of God created he him; male and female
created he them. And God blessed them; and
God said to them: Be fruitful, and multiply,
and replenillh the earth, and subdue it; and
have dominion over the fish of the sea, and
over the birds of the heaven, and over every
Ii~
thing that moveth upon the earth"
(Gen. 1:27, 28).
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Though man and woman were by their united efforts to
"subdue" the earth, it does not follow that they were to sustain the same relationship to the task. Regardless of the
measures that must be put in operation to accomplish the
work assigned them by Jehovah, woman is to be the "helper."
Together man and woman are to labor.
The history of civilization is largely the record of man's
effort to obey the command of Jehovah, to "subdue the earth."
To "subdue the earth" means more than that the earth be
tilled, the ground seeded, and crops harvested . In obeying
the command man builds diket; to protect the city built by the
side of the sea, safeguarding it from the inundation which
would be experienced at high tide; he throws up levees to
hold the river within its banks ; he digs canals to shorten the
.distance between bodies of water, as well as to drain the
land, and float his ships ; he chains the water to the wheels of
the mills; he impounds water to prevent floods and to have it
to use for irrigation purposes in drouth seasons and arid
sections; he builds reservoirs to hold water for domesti~ purposes; he tunnels through mountains over which his iron
horse cannot climb; he converts sand into glass; clay he makes
into brick, tile, and china-ware ; ore is refined and formed into
countless instruments for man's convenience; from cotton he
makes clothes ; from the tree of the forest he manufactures
lumber to be formed into houses; he mines coal to be used
for fuel; he breaks through the walls of the earth and makes
her disgorge gas and oil which become a servant for man;
he reaches to the sky and pulls electricity down and makes it
transmit his message. Before him are yet many details of the
task to be accomplished. Together man and woman are to
"subdue the earth."
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Questions
1. By what authority doea civil law mat T
2. Diacuu attitude of Christian towards civil law.
3. What uprooted human slavery in our country T
4. How ia one in "aubjection" t.o civil lawt
6. To what extent are Christiana obedient t.o hmnan law T
6. Why ia civil law neceeae.ryt
7. Why is a directing head necessary?
8. What is the "Iron," "Silver," and "Golden Rule f"
9. Discuss relation of head of a firm to other members of firm.
10. Does choosing a "head" of firm prove other members are inf-erior T
11. Quote I Cor. 11 :3.
12. Discuss the divine order 9tated in I Cor. 11:8.
13. Of whom is Christ the "Head."
14. Discuss Christ as "Head" of Christiana .
16. In what sense ia Christ the "Head"of all menT
16. D~
being in "BUbjection" deprive one of his inhennt
rights!
17. When was man made ''head" of woman T
18. Discuss relationship of wife to husband ·.
19. Does "subjection" suggest inferiority!
20. Was Christ in "subjection" to God while beret
21. Was Christ inferior t.o Jehovah T
22. Prove one may be equal to another, thouch in subjection
to him.
23. Give quotation tha.t Christ baa "all power ."
24. Give proof that Christ is to be put in "subjection" to the
Father.
26. To what extent are wives to be in "subjection" to husbands T
26. Must wife be in "BUbjection" if husband demands evil of her?
27. Discuss the two-fold "subjection" of woman.
28. Why was marriage inatitubed t
29. Discuss the "unfit" husband.
80. Discuss the "unfit" wife.
81. How can a wife "nae" her husband T
82. How can a husband exaeperate his wife?
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33. What ia course of wife when husband is "unfit?"
84. Diacusa strife in the home.
85. Are wives aa particular in personal appearance after as before marriage T
86. What eiffect do you think a failure here affects the husband?
87. Is the husband as considerate of his wife as he was of his
aweethurt T
88. Ia the husband to be in "subjection" to the wife T
89. The obligation to obey Christ rests on whom T
.&O.Diacwla "head" and "helper."
41. Ia the huaband a "boas" over his wife T
'2. Discuu duties peculiar to wife.
'8. DiacuN duties peculiar to husband.
4'. In what sense are husband and wife "one?"
46. Discusa Christian marrying a sinner.
"6. Why so many divorces T
47. la it ever right for wife to refuse t.o obey husband?
"8. Show that all should be in "subjection" to the Lord •
.&9. Tell of the creation of Eve.
60. Why did Adam need a helper T
61. Diacuaa I Cor. 8:9.
62. What doea "aubdue'' the earth mean T

Topics for Discussion
1. The Christian and Civil Government.
2. Divorce and Remarriage .
8. What Ia the Church T
4. Work Out Your Salvation.
Ii. The Sabbath.

SUBJECTION IN THE HOME

VI.

Subjectionin the Home

TO

"Subdue the earth" was not the only
command given to the first husband and wife. On them was
imposed the work of being fruitful and multiplying (Gen.
1 :28). This command related to the home. The divine order
is that man and woman should marry. In the home the husband and wife are equally interested. Though they work together in building the home, they have, of course, different
duties to perform. The husband is the God-ordained bread
winner. I know that there are times when the husband becomes incapacitated to provide for the family; but under ordinary conditions he must provide the physical necessities for
the family, either directly or indirectly. "If any provide not
for his own household, he hath denied the faith, and is worse
than an infidel" (I Tim. 5 :8.)
Though the husband is provider of the physical necessities
for the home, the wife is the "keeper" of the home (Tit. 2 :5;
I Tim. 5 :14). In the run of the work of "keeping" the home
- preparing the meals, seeing that the children are properly
clothed, that their recreation is wholesome, their companions
desirable; that the children are properly disciplined, there
arise problems about which the husband is uninformed, and
were some of them brought to him for a solution he would
be at sea.
THE HUSBAND R.ULES THE HOME. As head of
the household the husband rules the house-the home. This
fact does not suggest that he directs every detail of the neces-
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sary work by specifically ordering everything done by the
family, and detailing the exact way in which it is to be done.
The wife must be free in exercising disciplitie in rearingthe
children. "My son, hear the instruction of thy father, and
forget not the law of thy mother: for they shall be a chaplet
of grace unto thy head, and chains about thy neck" (Prov.
1 :8, 9). In the absence of the husband it falls on the wife to
direct the children, and even iQ his presence she must be free
to exercise herself in guiding them aright. ,Bu~ for the restraining influence of the mother the children would "run

wild."
THE WIFE RULES THE HOME. "I dt-8ire therefore
that the younger widows marry, bear chjldren, rule the ho~
hold" (I Tim. 5 :14). The Authorized Version reads: "Guide
the house ." The Greek word here rendered"rule" in the
American Standard Version; and "guide" in the Authorized
Version, means: "To be master of the household; to occupy
one's self in the management of the household" - Bagster.
"To be master of a home or head of. a family, or manage the
household" - Liddell & Scott. "To be master (or head) of a
house, to rule a household, manage family affairs" - Thayer.
The divine order is that the husband rule the household, JDd
too, it is the order of heaven that the wif• rule the ho~
In the home it is not a "one man rule." Together the husband and wife build the home, and jointly they are to direct
the affairs of ~ home; ~J
the childr~ ~d in an or_derly
manner conducting the d1sapline and details necessary 1n all
things pertaining to the home. The wife is not a slave-servant .
in the home to be ordered by the husband, performing only
such work as he outlines for her. She is to "rule" the household, and that she can do, and must do without "usurping"
authority over the husband. The wife is Queen in the honle
- she rules there r
IS "SUBJECTION"
A HARSH TERM? Through the·
ages men have resented every effort to make them slaves;
they have ever detested th e autoc ratic rule of men . Not • few
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have the idea that to be in "subjection" meansto becomeat
least a semi-slave.Doesthe "subjection" of the wife to her
husband convey to you the idea that she is inf et'ior to her
husband? Do you find resident within your hmt the feeling
that the "subjection" of the wife · to the husband means that
she is abased; that she is dishonored by the subjection; or
that she is diacredited?
Regardless of the size of a group, or its designs; and without taking into account your feelings; it is a fact that in every
aggregation, it matters not what its nature, there must be

one with authority to command the crowd. Lf someone baa
tlOt been duly appointed,or elected, someone will assumethe
lead of the meeting. If authority is exercised in wisdom, aftd
love attends its demands,it is usually easy to submit to the
head, or leader; but if authority comes stalking towards me
in boots, with spurs a-jingling, showing the mien of a dictator, there is aroused within ine the spirit of resentment.

MEN BECOME INTOXICATED ON POWER. The
history of the human family abounds with examples of mett
who were beside themselves, having becomecrazed on pcnver. The ambition for power has been the undoing of many
men, and bathed the world in blood. How often is it that the
man with power forgets the rights of his fellows. There ia
danger ever attending the giving to any ont man grst power.
He must watch himself, else he will become self-willed ucl
inconsiderate. For a man to feed on the fact that he is the
h,ad of the household, and that the wife is to be in "aubjecijon" to him - for him to ring such in his heart till he is obsessed with the desire to show his authority, forgetting that
his wife is also to "rule" the household, then he becomesa
fffY disagreeable fellow, and is unfitted to be the head of the
family, - he doesnot know what the "subjection" of the wife
to the husband means. He may be wilf uUy ignorant t
ARE WOMEN MORE SENSITIVE?
tion tha t women ar e more sensitive than

It is my convic-

men;that

women
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are more delicately formed. If she is neglected by her husband
I think she sees it more quickly than the husband sees a neglect of himself by the wife. She does not forget the days of
courtship when the man was so considerate, seeking to please
her. How many times her wishes prevailed over his before
they were married. It may be true that the wife keeps aglow
within her heart a wrong sustained at the hands of her husband. Sister, make some allowances for the husband, for
when we think of ourselves as the "hean," and we usually
do, it is hard to take advice from the wife, and to brook opposition at her hands usually inflames us !
CAN THERE BE SERVICE WITHOUT SUBMISSION? It is the order or heaven that the wife submit to the
rule of the husband, when she can do so without committing
sin - morally, or spiritually. Sister, if you cannot obey your
husband, then be frank, severely frank, and tell your husband
that you cannot comply with his demand. Tell him, not in a
spirit of resentment ; but in love point out why you cannot
comply with his request. Keep in mind that when you married him, you not only accepted him as. your head, but that
he was your choice ; and now to refuse to follow his lead is to
say that you w.ere mistaken in him ; and such a statement does
not reflect in a complimentary way on either you or your
husband I After all: CAN THERE BE REAL SERVICE
WITHOUT SUBMISSLON? There is no service unless
some one is served; and without submitting to one he is not
served.

The "subjection" of the wife to the husband can be none
other than that contained in the marriage contract - that the
wife is to become the "helper" of the husband in righteous endeavors. Too many make contracts, with reservations; and
agreements, with a "grain of salt."
THE RIGHTEOUS SPHERE OF MAN AND WOMAN. It is the order of heaven that men serve Jehovah. The
man who is not a Christian today is not filling the sphere God
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ordained for him. In sin man is a rebel against God ; he sets
himself at defiance against the law of Jehovah. Sin is lawlessness (I John 3:4). Though one may do some things the
Lord commands, when one refused to become a Christian it
is evident that he does not obey any of God's commandments
out of regard for the Lord, but because it suits his convenience, or contributes to his selfish ends. If men honor the
Lord they will not elect to obey a few of his commandments,
and ruthlessly disregard other commandments of the Lord.
If a man loves the Lord he will become a Christian.
The man in sin is not in the sphere God ordained for man.
Man is "dead" in sin (Eph. 2 :2) . "Dead through your trespasses" (Col. 2 :13). When a Christian woman marries a
man in sin, she weds a man who is "dead" - in sin ; she ties
herself to a corpse I United to such a man it is not possible
for her to function untrammeled in the sphere she occupies,
for she is chained to a man who is not in the same sphere
with herself. Her husband is a rebel against Jehovah and for
her to lend him aid in every detail of life is not possible.
Though the unchristian husband may possess traits of moral excellencies, though he may be to the fore with almsdeeds;
though he is considerate of his wife, exerting himself to see
that she is materially blessed; though he may make provisions
for her to attend church services, and see that she is provided
with money to contribute to church work, the fact remains
that his life is against Christ - he is not a friend of the Lord.
"Ye are my friends, if ye do the things I command you"
(John 15 :14). The Christian woman cannot be all she would
like to be when she is handicapped by a husband who is not a
Christian, for the work of the husband is not wholeheartedly
united with her efforts to advance the kingdom of God. There
is not the complete union that should exist - they are not
"one" in that which should be the greatest object in their
lives. "Seek ye first the kingdom of God" (Mt. 6 :33). When
the Christian woman seeks to perform her first duty - her
duty to the Lord, and the husband calmly disregards the de-
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mands of Jehovah, there cannot be the sympathetic effort, the
pleasurable reaction from work performed there would be if
the husband was leading in the service of the Lord.
No one should conclude from the foregoing observations
that the relationship of the Christian woman .who is married
to a non-Christian man is not recognized by heaven. God ordained · marriage for the happiness and perpetuity of the
human family. When a man and woman marry they follow
a law implanted in their natures by Jehovah. The married
state is one into which all who wed enter, whether they be
Christians, or sinners; or a Christian and a sinner. When
the sons of God took unto themselves wives from among the
daughters of men (Gen. 6) heaven recognized them as married. Paul tells us of the Christian being married to the sinner, and Jehovah recognized the n:lationship as that of husband and wife. It cannot be hoped that all men will become
Christians; but we do expect all normal men to marry. Christians have married non-Christians, and I have no other
thought than that there will continue to be such cases. Without regard to whether the husband and wife are Christians,
or are not Christians, when they entered the married relationship they assumed all the obligations heaven has ordained
for the married. When the Christian woman married the
man who is not a Christian her obligations were greater than
they would have been had she married a Christian; and she
must go forward in the discharge of duty ( l Pet. 3 :1-4).

Qaeatl8118
1. What la a "lloae T"
2. Dlacuu man u the "Pronder."
8. Diacuu the wife u the "helper •.,
4. DilCIJU tbe wife u the "keeper" of the home.
6. DilCUU the huabancl u the "ruler" ot the borne.
8. Diacuu the .wife u the
ot the bome.
'T. What doea "rale" the home tnvoln T
8. DilCUU inter-relatiouhip between hmbancl and wife.

"rul_.,
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9. Diacuu the relatiolUlblp which lhoulcl exit amonc
all
10. Show "subjection" la not a hanh term.
11. DiacuH man's desire for power. Give examples.
12. How lhould authority be ahown?
18. Doea the husband "love hla wife" u Obrist loved the chmeh,
when he ia not considerate? Why?
14. Are women more sensitive than men?
11>-Can there be aemce widlout "aubjection ?,;
16. Diacuaa the righteoua sphere of man.
17. Dlacuu a marriage between a Cllriattan ~d ·a ahmer.
18. Does God recognize a marriage between those who are no\
Christiana?
11>.Diacuu I Cor. 7:15.
20. Diacuaa I Cor. 7:89.
21. What commandments take precedence onr all other com. mandmeilta t
22. What la involved in "provide" for hla own houae?
28. Diacu11 Prov. 21 :9, 19.
24. Diacu11 the Inconsiderate husband.

Topics for Dl8eaaaion
l.
2.
8.
4.

Should people Marry While Younc?
Discuss the Moral Man Who la Not a Chriatl&n.
Why should All Be In the Church?
Training Chilch-.n.

5. Recreation.
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VII.

Some Examples of Subjection
-Be mhject to nery ordinance el man for the
Lord'a aake: wt.ether to the ldnc u mpreme;
or ~non.
u Milt bf him for •ensw
on
-doen and for pra11e to them that do
well,. (I Pet. J:18, 14).
.

THOUGH
Christians are ci~
of the
kingdom of heaven, they a.re .also subjects of the country
where they are born; and on them falls the necessity of pay•
ing taxes for the protection received by the existence of civil
government. Ouistians are command~ to be in "subjection" to civil rulers (Rom. 13 :1) . Obedi~
to this command does not make us slaves to the civil government, nor
are we required by the Lord to obey the civil rulers if the;y
should demand that we do wronr. Daniel refused to obey
the ~ct of the king, and God protected him, becat11ethe
demand of Darius was wrong (Dan. 6). 1'be disciples of
Christ were commanded to ?!eachthe gospel; and did. When
at Jerusalem on one occasion
Peter and John were pr~
the captain of the temple, with acribes and Pha.risees, demanded that they cease such work. Peter and John said unto
them: · "Whether it is ript in the sipt of Godto hearken
unto you rather than unto God, judge ye: we cannot but
speak the things which we saw ~d beard" (Acts 4). "We
must obey God rather than men" ( Acts 5 :29). WbellPaul
and Silas had been unlawfully punished and thrust into the
prison at Philippi, the rulers, on iearning that they bad

torJ
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treated Romans to such indignities, sent word to them to
depart from the prison. Paul made answer that they would
do no such thing - he refused to obey the command of the
ruler ; demanding .that they themselves come and liberate
them. Obedience to civil law, "submission" to the law of
man is not demanded by the Jehovah, if such obedience is
wrong within itself, morally wrong, or impedes the progress
of the truth. Surely you learn from this to what extent
"submission" to the laws of the land is demanded, and incidentally the force of the term "submission."
·
IN SUBMLSSION ONE TO ANOTHER. "Subjecting
yourselves one to another" ( Eph. 5 :21) . There are those
who seemingly forget the inter-relationship existing between
all members of society. No one lives unto himself. That
which is best for you to do, it is best for society that you do
that very thing. By this I mean: if it is best for you to make
your home in California rather than Texas, then it is best
for society as a whole that you make your permanent place
of residence in California.
In filling your sphere "in the fear of Christ," you are not
to be a self-appointed despot, ruthlessly disregarding the
feelings and rights of others. The divirie order runs: "Submitting yourselves one to another." No one thinks that when
we obey this command, being in "subjection" one to another,
it means that we are to be domineered over by the one to
whom we are in "subjection," nor domineer one over the
other -we are not to be heartless dictators over each other.
That would be impossible ! But we are to be in "subjection
one to another," that is, have regard for the rights of others,
seek to serve others. In the same way the wife is to be in
"subjection" to her husband, and the husband is to be in
"subjection" to the wife. Though we arc to be in "subjection" one to another, we are to "in honor pref erring one another" (Rom. 12 :10). Ever be considerate one of another,
willing to submit to the other in righteousness, rather than
being self-willed and demanding that all bend to your wishes.
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ONE CHURCH IN "SUBJECTION" TO ANOTHER.
CHURCH. To give further emphasis to the use of the word
"subjection" in the Scriptures, I bring to your. attention the
following, which cannot but be helpful.
"Now I beseech yo~1 brethren (ye know the
houae of Sttu,hanaa uiat it la the fint-fruita of
Achaia, and that they have set themselves to
miniater unto the saints), that ye also be in
subjection unto such, and to every one that
helpeth in the work and laboreth" (I Cor.
16:16, 16).

Wives are to be in "subjection" to their own husbands;
and the church at Corinth was to be in "subjection" to the
"household of Stephanas." The "household of Stephanas"
was the "first fruits of Achaia" - that is, they were the first
ones in that region to become obedient to the gospel. The
"household of Stephanas" was the church in his house. Not
only was the church at Corinth to be in"subjection" to the
"household of Stephanas" but to "every one that helpeth in
the work and laboreth" in the work of the Lord. The church
in the "household of Stephanas'' being the "firstfruits of
Achaia" was the senior congregation in all the region. Oearly the teaching is that the church at Corinth was to show
proper respect, careful consideration, a high regard, and a
willingness to be advised by these senior Christians in that
section, - "counting the other better than himself; not looking each man to his own things, but each of you to the things
of the other" ( Phil. 2 :3, 4). As the household of Stephanas
served, putting itself out to lend aid, so also the Corinthian
Christians were to serve them. In that way one is subjecting himself to the ones served. No one has the idea, surely,
that in directing the church at Corinth to be in "subjection"
to the "household of Stephanas," and other workers and laborers in the Lord, that it was intended that the Church at
C..orinthwas to be dominated by other churches. Paul was
not directing that the congregation at Corinth cease to be
an autonomous body; bot the church at Corinth was to be in-
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"subjection" to the household of Stephanas; and so also
wives are to be in "subjectiOll" to their own husbands; and
we are to be in "subjection one to another." The younger
are to be in "subjection" to the older (I Pet. 5 :5). Can
there be any service without subjection?
SLAVES IN "SUBJECTION"

TO MASTERS
"Servants, be in BUbjection to your own
maatera with all fear"

(I

Pet. 2:18).

Though the slave is in "subjection" to his master, the master is not to forget his relationship to the slave. The slave
is not to be driven to service through threats (Eph. 6 :9).
The master is to render to the slave that which is just and
equal (Col. 4 :1).
Numbers of slaves had become Christians, and some of
them had Christian masters. Onesimua, a run-away slave,
on becoming a Christian, returned to Philemon his master, who was himself a Christian. They were Brothers in
Christ, and the thought of treating Onesimus as chattle could
have found no place in the thoughts of Philemon. They
were both striving .to enter heaven where the relationship of
slave and master docs not exist. Onesimus the slave was
to be in "subjection" to Philemon the master; but Oncsimus
was to remember that no command of Philcmon was to take
precedence over the commandments of the Lord. Those in
Christ, slaves and masters, sustain the same relationship to
the Lord; and are alike to be in "subjection" to him. They
enter heaven in the same way.
SARAH IN "SUBJECTION"
The Holy Spirit points to Sarah, an Old Testament character from whose history it may be learned what it is for
the wife to be in "subjection" to her husband.
In the history of Abraham and his wife Sarah there is
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much for us to learn with profit. Though they were both
human, and made their mistakes, yet God points to them
as characters from whose history we are to learn, and emulate them in many things.
God made choice of Abram from among all men to be
peculiarly his own. It was to Abram that God made promise that from his loins would come a great nation, and that
in his seed all nations of the earth would be blessoo. If we
stop to consider the magnitude of this glorious promise we
are overwhelmed with wonder and amazement. Human
imagination cannot encompass it.
Though Sarah was not specifically mentioned as being included in the promise when it was made, she assumed that
she was to share in all the sublime work contemplated, and
indeed she was.
Faithful Abraham believed in Jehovah, and though the
years rolled by and he could see no evidence of the fulfillment of the promise, yet his faith failed not. It was evidently different with Sarah. She and Abram were growing
old. She had long passed the age for maternity. No doubt
she and her husband had often talked of the promise made
by Jehovah, and wondered. At last it seems that Sarah's
faith failed, and she decided to lend the Lord assistance in
bringing to fulfillment the glorious promise. She made her
plans without taking Jehovah into her consideration. Sarah
took the lead, and sinfully proposed that Abraham father
a child by her maid, Hagar ; and Abraham in his weakness
acquiesced. Did Sarah think to please the Lord with a happy
surprise?
Sarah and her husband were a complete body - spiritually they were one. Her proposal was that there be introduced or incorporated into the body an alien body. To do
this their conjugal unity must be cut in twain, else the foreign body could not be introduced. The introduction neces-
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sarily disrupted, and brought to an end, and ruin, their conjugal relationship. Polygamy was widely practiced among
the heathens, and possibly Sarah was influenced by such
known practices to propose to Abraham that he take unto
himself Hagar and father a child by her.
How much trouble is in the church today because some
one proposes to help the Lord to carry out his plans, and introduce some plan of their own, without even consulting Jehovah. Too many professed followers of the Lord imitate
the world)
When Hagar found herself pregnant she despised Sarah ;
and Sarah in her jealous rage mistreated Hagar her slave;
yet Sarah possesses traits of character which entitled her to
be pointed to as a wife to be imitated in some things by
Christian wives.
Let ~adorning
"not be the outward adorning of
brai
the hair, and of wearing jewels of gold, or
ot pu
on apparel; but let it bet~ hidden man
of tile heart, in the incorruptible apparel of a meek
and quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God of
great price. For after this manner aforetime the
holy women also, who.hoped in God, adorned themselvea, being in subjection to their own husbands:
u Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him lord" (I
Pet. 8:8-8).

When Sarah became the wife of Abraham she did not lose
her identity, individuality, or responsibility. Obedience to
her husband was not to be the order of her life, without
at the same time taking into account her own rights I Born
under her roof was Ishmael, the child of her maid, fathered
by her husband. The presence of the maid and the child
became intolerable, and Sarah demanded of Abraham that
be send them away from the home. The request did not meet
with the approval of Abraham- he wished that they remain in the home. There was a conflict between the will of
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Abraham and the will of his wife, Sarah. Jehovah said to
Abraham:
"Let it not be grievous in thy sight • •
• • • in all that Sarah saith unto thee,
hearken unto he1 voice" (Gen. 21).

Abraham sent Hagar and Ishmael away from the home.
TI1e request of Sarah the wife, Sarah the keeper of the home,
Sarah whom he had married to be his "helper" was met.
Yet Sarah was in "subjection" to her husband; but that
"subjection" did not require her to smother her convictions,
nor like a cringing slave to surrender her rights to Abraham.
The home was her home; she was the God-ordained keeper
of it. Rights she had and they must be respected. Her wish,
rather than that of her husband, God ordered respected and yet it must not be overlooked that she was in "subjection" to her husband !

Questions
How are Christians subject to civil law?
Show that Christ obeyed the law of Rome.
Give history of Paul's appeal to Rome.
Give examples of servants of God refusing to obey law of
land. (Give examples from the Bible.)
6. Tell of Paul's imprisonment at Philippi.
6. In what way did he refuse to obey order of the rulers?
7. How are we to be in "subjection" one to anothex?
8. Does "subjection" deprive us of our freedom?
9. To what extent is one "free?"
10. Am I "free" to do wrong?
11. How is the ;husband in "subjection" to the wife?
12. Who was Stephanas?
13. Who baptized Stephanas? Where? Give reference.
14. What and where was Achaia?
16. Who first preached the gospel in 'Achaia?
16. What is meant by "household of Stephanas ?"
1.
2.
3.
4.
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17. How was the church at Corinth 'in "subjection" to the "household of Stephanas ?"
18. Show how the church at Corinth was in "subjection" to
"household of Stephanas" but not "bossed" by "household
of Stephanas."
19. Show that wife is in "subjection" to husband, but not
"bossed."
20. Discuss the "subjection" of slaves to masters.
21. Tell the story of Onesimus and Philemon.
22. Give full details of Abraham, Sarah, and their disagreement
about Hagar and Ishmael.
23. Was Sarah in "subjedion" to Abraham?
24. Did the wish of Abraham or Sarah prevail?
25. What is the source of most troubles in the church today?

Topics for Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discuss the Judges of the Old Testament.
Discuss Apostles as Judges of the Twelve Tribes.
Discuss Parents and Children.
Discuss the "Scapeiroat."
Tell Story of the "Cities of Refuge."

I CORINTHIANS 11:4, 5

VIII.

I Corinthians11:4, 5
"Every man praying or prophesying, having his
head covered, dishonoreth his head. But every
woman praying or prophesying with her head
uncovered dishonoreth her head." (I Cor. 11:4, 5).

IT

IS a blessed privilege the child of God
has of going to his Father in prayer - of talking to God.
In the early days of the church there were those who were
given that measure of the Holy Spirit which enabled them
to prophesy. In the chapter we now study Paul does not
discuss the necessity of prayer on the part of the Christian,
nor does he touch on the purpose of prophesying. He assumed, or should I say he knew, the Christians addressed
had been fully instructed along such lines. He does give instructions to the men at Corinth, as well as to the women in
that city, that when men prayed or prophesied they must have
their heads "uncovered," and that when women engaged
in such acts they must have their heads "covered." I would
have you note · carefully that Paul recognized the fact that
men, as well as women were to "pray" and "prophesy." He
does not discuss the necessity of the Christians engaging in
such activities. He does tell them that when engaged in
praying and prophesying they were to observe certain customs then in vogue at Corinth, customs touching their physical appearance - men to have "covered heads," and women "uncovered heads."
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Years before, and years subsequent to the time this letter
was written to the Christians at Corinth, it was the custom
of women in Corinth, and some other places, never to appear
in public with their heads "uncovered" or faces "unveiled."
In Corinth women wore the covering on their heads as a
symbol of their subjection to man. It was a means to an end.
Though wearing the covering on their head, and having the
face veiled when appearing in public was the order, there
were some women in Corinth who disregarded the custom.
There were in Corinth at the time Paul wrote his letter
to the Christians there, women who posed as prophetesses of
heathen gods, women who frequented the heathen temples;
too, there were other women who made themselves conspicuous who were often seen parading the avenues about the
temples advertising their immorality. These women with
the heathen prophetesses threw aside the veil, unbound their
hair, and showed no shame in the immoral trade they plied.
Some of them cropped their hair. In the days of Paul for a
woman to appear in public in Corinth with head uncovered,
hair cut short, or face exposed was for her to declare herself a harlot.
It is possible that the Christian women in the church of
Christ at Corinth who were prophetesses were influencoo
by the prophetesses in the heathen temples, and threw aside
the covering for their faces, and covering for the head which
it was customary for women to wear when in public. By
doing such they would bring on themselves censure, they
would be looked on as abandoned women, and because they
were members of the church, the church would be injured.
There was nothing wrong, within itself, in appearing in public with faces exposed, and head uncovered; but it was a sin
against the custom of the people, and was regarded as an advertisement of immorality.
The thoughtful cannot fail to learn from the excerpt at
the head of this chapter, that women were to "pray" and
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"Prophesy." Paul is not presenting a hypothetical case. He
says the women in the church of Christ at Corinth were to
pray and prophesy.
Some have insisted that though the Christian women at
Corinth did pray and prophesy, they confined such activities to private life; that they were not allowed to "lead" a
prayer in public; that in public meetings women were allowed
to engage only in silent praying.
I can understand how a woman can pray while in ~
audience, and not be heard by any one in the assembly.
Hannah prayed a silent prayer - her lips were seen to move,
but the people did not hear what she said (L Sam. 1). But
Paul says some of the women in Corinth prophesied. The
object of prophesying is to instruct. "He that prophesicth
spcaketh unto men edification, and exhortation, and consolation. • • • • He that prophesicth edifieth the church"
(I Cor. 14:1-4). Since the purpose of prophesying was to
edify , and women in the church at Corinth did prophesy, it
must follow that they not only spok~ in words that could be
heard, but words that were understood, else there would
have been no edifying.
The passage we now study has.given commentators no end
of trouble; and theories and theprics have been advanced in
an effort to make the passage speak in harmony with some
position advanced on another passage. The effort should be
to learn what the passage teaches, without regard to what you
may have concluded about some other passage. The position
has been advanced that I Cor. 11 :4, 5 gave women the right
to pray and prophesy; but that the privilege was revoked in
I Cor. 14 :34, 35. It seems to me that such a position would
be disgusting to a man of reverence, if he knows the truth
about the knowledge of the Holy Spirit. Paul was giving
utterance to the words of the Holy Spirit in I Cor. 11 :4, S.
The Holy Spirit did not reverse himself within a few min-
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utes and make a statement in I Cor. 14 :34, 35 contradicting
what he had said in I Cor. 11 :4, 5.
PRAY AND PROPHESY IN PRI,V ATE. Some have
insisted that Christian women were allowed to pray and
prophesy in private. Indeed! And what constitutes "private"
as it may relate to this passage? Is it meant that when a
woman enters her secret closet, closes the door, and draws
the shades she is then in "private," and may pray and
prophesy? It is also insisted by some that even then she must
have her head covered. What would be the design in having
her head covered under the circumstances? If to be in "private" is to be alone, with door closed and curtains drawn,
and the Christian woman at Corinth were allowed to pray
and prophesy under such conditions, how did they fulfill the
demands of the word "prophesy," since to prophesy was to
edify? Who could hear her, who would be edified?
Is it insisted that one can be in "private" without being in
a room with door closed and blinds drawn? So I contend.
Then those who teach that the Christian women in Corinth
who prophesied _were allowed to do so only in "private"
should tell us what they mean by "private." One can be in
"private" when alone, but there can be no such thing as a
"private meeting" if you are alone. Since there must be edifying when prophesying is done, it must follow that there
was some kind of meeting when the women at Corinth
prophesied, for they edified! What is meant by a "private
meeting?" Yes, I do understand that a "private meeting" is
the opposite of a "public meeting." Is it thought by anyone
that the number of people attending a meeting determines
whether it is a public or private meeting? If two· men and
one woman are in a meeting, will it be private or public?
If it is a "private meeting" will the addition of one more
man make it a "public meeting"? If the size of the audience determines the question of what constitutes a private,
or public meeting, who is to determine just what number
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marks the dividing line between the private and public
meeting? In truth, whether a meeting is private or public, is
not determined by the number present I A meeting may be
a "public meeting" where there are a very few present; and
a meeting may be private with a large number present. The
limitations touching who may attend the meeting determines
whether it is a public, or private meeting.
The communion services of the church of Christ, are,
under ordinary circumstances, held in public assemblies; but
such has not always been the case. During the days of bitter
persecution, in the first and second centuries, there were
occasions when the church met behind closed doors - in dens,
caves, in secret places; hiding from the public to escape detection, and persecution. None but Christians were invited
to attend such meetings in many instances - and r11uchmeetings were "private" though there may have been several
hundred present.
The "silence" imposed on women in I Cor. 14 :34, 35~

is not on the ground of fublicity. I am not advised who first
advanced the idea that the "silence" demanded in that verse
was on the ground of it being a public meeting; but the
thought has been advanced, and seized by most commentators ; when in fact, there is not in the passage, or in any
other inspired statement a prohibition against women speaking in public, on the ground that it is public.
Joel declared that women would prophesy; Peter affinnea
that women would prophesy ; and it is recorded that Philip
had four unmarried daughters that did prophesy (Joel 2;
Acts 2; 21 :9). In neither of the passages is there any intimation that there would be limitations thrown around women in prophesying. Paul insisted that when women at Corinth engaged in prophesying they should have their heads
covered. This much we do know : In prophesying women
were not allowed to usurp authority over men.
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Some have insisted that women were allowed to prophesy
in the days of the apostles, when they were enabled to speak
by the power of the Holy Spirit, but that since the days of
inspiration they must be "silent" in public meetings. Indeed! You are overlooking the fact that the "silence" enjoined on women was in the days of the apostles, in the days
when they were speaking by the power of the Holy Spirit.
Be very sure you get into your heart the fact that the "silence"
enjoined did not interfere with women prophesying.
It should be remembered that Christianity is designed to
take complete control of men and women in. aU their activities i!l life. Regardless of what your avocation may be in
life you must conduct yourself in keeping with the principles
of the religion made known by Christ. In God's arrangement man is the head of woman. Woman is the helper of
man, subordinate to, but not inferior to man. At no time or
place can woman engage in work which will bring man into
subordination to her.
The "silence" enjoined in I Cor. 14 :34, 35 was in a meeting such as is not now had, and has not been since the days
of spiritual gifts. To attempt to make the prohibition there
expressed applicable today is a misapplication of God's word.
There is no intimation that the meeting of I Cor. 14 was
the meeting which came every Sunday; it was not the meeting at which the early Christians ate the Lord's supper. The
meeting made reference to in I Cor. 11 is the very meeting
at which the Lord's supper was eaten, and in that meeting
the women were instructM to have their heads covered ( at
Corinth) when they prayed or prophesied. The silence enjoined in I Cor. 14 :34, 25, was in a meeting in which spirit~1 gifts were being exercised; and tlie silence was .enjoined
because of the "law." What "law?"
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Questions
1. Why ahould Chriatiana pray T
2. Ia it a miracle to answer a prayer ?
8. What does "prophesy" mean T
4. Doea "every man" in I Cor. 11:4 mean all men T
15.Were men at Corinth to "pray"-and "prophesy?"
8, Were women at Corinth to "pray" and "proph·eayT"
7, What of the head of each when praying and prophesying?
8. Discuss "cuatom" of some women in Corinth.
9. How did aome disreprd the "custom T"
10. Diacusa heathen temples and heathen women.
11. How were women in pubhc without head covered regarded?
12. Waa it wrong "within itself" for women to ,ro without head
covered?
13. What did it mean to "diahonor the head ? "
14. Was it a "dishonor'' before man or God?
115.Did David dishonor his head when be prayed uncovered?
2 Sam. 15:30.
18. Can one "pror,hesy'' and keep "silence?"
17. Must one be 'alone" to be in private?
18. Must women cover their heads when alone in prar.er?
19. H women are to prophesy when alone, who is benef1tted?
20. What makes a meeting a "private meeting"?
21. Does the number in a meetm,r make it a "private meeting" T
22. Ia silence imposed on a woman at any place because of
publicity?
23. Quote and diacusa Joel 2:28.
24. Quote and discu81 Acts 2:17.
25. Quote and discuss Acts 21 :9.
26. When Hannah prayed in a public place with uncovered head,
did she do wrong T

Topics for Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discuss the Communion Service.
DiacuBB"Speaking in Tongues."
Name the "Major'' and "Minor" Prophets.
Can God Answer Prayers without Working a Miracle?
Discuss Jesus and the Woman of Samaria. (Jno. 4.)

I CORINTHIANS14:34, 35

IX.

I Corinthians 14:34, 35
"Let the women keep silence in the churches: for it
ia not permitted unto them to speak; but let them
be in subjection, as also saith the law. And if they
would learn anythinJ, let them ask their own husbands at home: for 1t is shameful for a woman to
speak in the church" (I Cor. 14:34, 36).

POSSIBLY there is no one mistake productive of so many, and such serious consequences, as that
of failing to properly apply the word of God. To think that
every commandment recorded in the Bible is applicable to
yourself, or even to others now on earth, is a mistake for
which there is no valid excuse.
The command to build an ark did not include you. The
Jews were commanded in Old Testament times to observe
three annual feasts;- the feast of the Passover; the feast
of Pentecost; and the feast of Tabernacles. No one today
keeps either of these feasts by the authority of heaven. The
Jews were commanded to keep the sabbath day holy. (The
sabbath day was the seventh day of the week; the day we now
call Saturday). Gentiles were never commanded to keep the
sabbath day holy, nor is there on earth today anyone who
is under obligations to keep the sabbath day holy. Christians meet on the first day of the week, the Lord's day (Sunday), for worship (Acts 20:7; I Cor. 16:1, 2; Rev. 1 :10).
The Old Covenant with all that pertained thereto has been
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annulled (Jer. 31 :31-34; II Cor. 3; Eph. 2; Col. 2; Rom. 7;
Heb . 8 ; 9; 10). If thete is found in the New Covenant a
commandment found in the Old Testament, it is to be observed today because it is in the New Covenant, and not because it was in the Old Covenant.
Christ commanded the apostles to go into the city of
Jerusalem and tarry there until they were clothed with power from on high (Lk. 24:46-49). No one is today under the
obligation of going to Jerusalem, Palestine, and waiting there
for power to come upon him, enabling him to speak with
tongues, and work other miracles. The power that was enjoyed by the apostles is possessed by no one on earth today.
Wben the church was first brought into existence it did
not have the New Testament scriptures in written form as
we now have it; hence the church then did not have the written page from which to learn its duty. To meet the needed
demand for proper instructions God gave revelations through
the apostles. They spoke as "the Holy Spirit gave them utterance" (Acts 2:1-4). Their words were confirmed by miracles, wonders and signs (Mk: 16:19; Heb. 2:1-4). In addition to the appstles there were teachers in the church who
were given a measure of the Holy Spirit which enabled them
to teach the word which had been spoken by the Spirit
through the apostles. These teachers were called prophets,
(I Cor. 14 :1-6).
When the Lord concluded the work of revealing his will ;
when the New Covenant scriptures were given to the world,
there was no need for additional revelations, or inspired
teachers ; hence they ceased. That there are no revelations,
in addition to the inspired writings of the New Covenant,
must be evident from the fact that it contains "all things
that pertain unto life and godliness" (IL Pet. 1 :3). Today
we are manned by the Scriptures for every needed work "All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruc-
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tion in righteousness: that the man of God' may be perfect,
throughly furnished unto all good works" (II Tim. 3 :16,
17). There is no need for men to teach by inspiration, for
we have the full revelation of J~ovah, and may learn therefrom.
The spiritual gifts possessed by different members of the
church in the days of the apostles, were for a special purpose,. and for a limited time. They ceased by statute limitation, having served their purpose. When did they cease?
"And he gave some apostles, and some prophets;
and some evangelists; and some paaton, and teachen: for the perfecting of the 118lllts,unto the work
of miniatering, unto the buildiq up of the body of
Christ, till we all attain unto the u!',it~ of the faith,
and the knowledge of the Son of God" (Eph. 4:1118).

In the days of the apo6tles the city of Corinth was the
center of great commercial activities. It was known far and
wide for its beauty of architecture, and · magnificent buildings . Some of the crlumns of the temple built to Venus,
the goddess of love, stand unto this day. Though there were
Jews in the city, and a synagogue, the city as a whole was
coniposed of heathens. They were a desperately wicked
lot. Their sensuality seems to have known no limits short
of human power and ingenuity. There must have been some
whose sense of decency revolted against the corruption of
the place; for when the gospel message was preachoo to
them, they gladly received it - many of the Corinthians
"hearing believed, and were baptized" (Acts 18 :8). Within a short time after the message of grace reached Corinth
there was a large congregation of Christians in that city.
The change in those who became Christians was a most
thorough-going one, for they: had worshipped in heathen
temples, at the shrine of imaginary gods.
The church at Corinth was disturbed over the use of
meats which had been offered in sacrifice to idols; and was
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then offered for sale as food in the markets. Some thought
they committed no sin in buying such meats and using them
in their daily meals; while some others thought such use of
the meat would be sinful. As is evidenced they were not
properly taught at this point, hence Paul gives them the
needed instructions in the first letter addressed to them.
Paul could not be with them continually, nor was it possible
for them to make immediate appeal to another apostle for
needed instructions. They did not have the New Testament
scriptures in written form to which they could appeal for
information, as we have today; hence to meet the recurring
demand for proper instruction, there was given to certain
ones spiritual gifts that the congregation might be properly
guided - instructed, as is stated :
"To one is given through the Spirit the word of wisdom; to another the word of knowledge, according
to the same Spirit; to another divers kinds of
tongues, to another interpretation of tongues" (I
Cor. 12:4-11).
·

The gifts were divided among the members. It appears
that no one member had all the gifts ; nor can it be affirmed
that each member of the church was given a miraculous gift.
"God set some in the church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, then miracles,
then gifts of healing, helps, governments, divers
kinds of tongues" (I Cor. 12:28).

Following the foregoing statement Paul inquired: "Are
all apostles?" The answer to his question is, "No." He further inquired : "Do all speak with tongues ?" The answer is :
"They did not." The gifts were distributed among the members (I Cor. 12 :11). All were not apostles, nor could all
interpret. All did not speak with tongues, nor have the gift
of healing. It was laudable to desire some gift of the Spirit,
(L Cor. 14:1). These gifts served their purpose and passed
away. The purpose of miracles was to confirm the word.
(Mk. 16:20; Heb. 2:4).
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He who reads the chapter now under review, if he desires
t.o know the truth, !1fldis discriminating in his reading; will
note carefully the conditions prevailing at the time the letter
was written, as well as the purpose for which it was written.
The careful reader will not overlook the fact that the letter
was written to a group of people where spiritual gifts were
possessed, and were being exercised. To that congregation
instructions were given touching how they should conduct
themselves when the church was assembled and such powers
were being manifested . Not only does he tell those who had
spiritual gifts how to behave themselves, but he also gives
instruction to all those who were present how to deport themselves while spiritual gifts were being manifested, saying:
"If therefore the whole church be come together
into one place, and all speak with tongues, and there
come in one unlearned or an unbeliever, will he not
11&J'ye are mad? • • • • If any man speak in a
tongue, let it be by two or at the moat by three,
and that in turn; and let one interpret" (I Cor.
14:23-27).

"If the whole church be come together." On the part of
some there has been the unwarranted assumption that the
"coming together" mentioned in this instance was the assembling of the church on Lord's day for the regular worship coming on that day. That the Lord required the "whole
church" to come together on Sunday for worship is certainly true; but for one to affirm that was the only time the
church did, or could come together is an assumption for
which there is no foundation in fact. It is a historical fact
that the first church in the Christian century, the church at
Jerusalem, assembled each day, every day, for a time (Acts
2 :46) . At the first the temple of Solomon was their place
of meeting. Not in the temple proper; but there were great
open courts connected with the temple to which they had
free access. He who makes the assembling in the chapter we
now study mean the coming together of the church on
Lord's day, reads into the passage that which is not there.
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In this discussion by Paul there is no reference to the regular worship engaged in by the church of Christ on the
Lord's day- Sunday.
Is it asked : "Why did the church in Jerusalem, for a time,
assemble every day?" It is said: "They continued steadfastly in the apostles' teaching,--or they gave attention to the
things taught, seeking to know more and more of the doctrine of Christ and the religion they had embraced. They
came together each day to be taught, hence meeting~ other
than that had on the Lord's day - the first day of the week
-were had by them. I do no violence to the facts in ref erring to these week-day meetings as "teaching services."
The church at Corinth needed teaching. There were
those in the congregation who were blesse.1 with spiritual
gifts. Such gifts were then necessary, for an apostle could
not be continually with them, and they did not have the New
Testament in written form by which to be guided. Necessarily they must learn God's will from teachers; it was the
one, the only way they could learn what God would have
them do. They had meetings for instructions ; and those
with miraculou!! gifts did the teaching. They were meetings
under conditions and circumstances different from our surroundings. It is l~gitimate for us to have "teaching services"
today, otber than that which comes on the first day of the
week when we meet for the eating of the Lord's supper, and
other acts of worship., One should not confuse a "teaching
servi,ce," and that is the character of the service described in
the chapter we are now studying, with the service, or meeting, which is had on the Lord's day.
SPEAKING

WI.TH TONGUES

If a man do what? "Speak with a tongue." To speak with
a tongue .~as to speak ~n a language ( Acts 2 :4-8). There
were those in the church at Corinth who were enabled by
the Holy Spirit to speak in languages they had not learned.
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In this the fourteenth chapter of the first Corinthian letter,
are given all such some instructions. The order he gave them
was surely timely, and applicable in every place :where speaking in tongues was possible. It should be remembered though
that the power to speak in a language you have not learned
is not yours, nor is such power possessed by any one on
earth today! For that reason the effort to make the instructions given by Paul applicable under any conditions other
than those contemplated and described in the chapter, is a
misapplication of the scripture; it is wresting the scripture.

MEN COMMANDED TO KEEP SILENCE
As the church at Jerusalem, as well as the church to.day
assembled for a "teaching service"; assembled on other
days than the first day of the week (Sunday), so also the
church at Corinth did likewise. In the church of Christ at
Corinth when they were assembled for study there was in
the number: those who could speak with tongues. But to
speak in an unknown language would not have met the desired end, that of teaching, unless there was some one present who could interpret - translate into a language the
ones present understood, that which was spoken. If there
was no interpreter present, the speaking in tongues was
forbidden, and the prohibition is thus expressed : "Let him
keep si1ence in the church" (I Cor. 14:28). I.£ the conditions under which these men were commanded to keep
"silence in the church" existed today, then the prohibition
here laid down would be applicable. But there being on
earth today no one who is able to speak in "tongues," the
effort to make the prohibition here demanded applicable is
clearly an effort to twist the scriptures, or ignorantly make
a misapplication of the passage.
There is a further command in this passage for men to
keep "silence" in the church.
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Visualize the church of Christ at Corinth in the days of
the apostles. The church had assembled to learn more of
God and his will. It was at a time when all truth had not
been revealed through the apostles who were the chosen ones
to make known to the world those things men must do to
become, as well as live the life necessary to entrance into
heaven. The church at Corinth has assembled for a study
period. A man is teaching them a truth which had been made
known by Christ or an apostle; but while he is teaching
(speaking), a Brother sitting by receives a revelation. To
him is revealed the meaning, or interpretation ·of some statement made by the apostles ; in which event the order of heaven is that the man who was speaking is commanded to "keep
silence" (I Cor. 14 :30), and the man receiving the revelation is to be heard. The foregoing brings to us the fact that
there were two possible conditions under which men were
to "keep silence" ·in the church at Corinth : There was to be
no speaking in tongues, unless there was some one present
to interpret; and second, if a man was speaking (teaching),
and a revelation was given to another in the audience, then
the speaker was to "keep silence." Let it be remembered
though that the conditions here named, under which men
were required to "keep silence," do not now exist in any
congregation on earth, and to attempt to impose silence on
men on the grounds named in these references is to misapply
the scriptures.
Women as well as men were members of the church at
Corinth, and became, of course, part of the congregation
when assembled in the "teaching meetings," as well as in the
assembly on the Lord's day. In one of the meetings which
was had for instruction some sister became so interested that
she would know more than \.Vas expressed by the teacher.
She would ask a question in this meeting. The possibility
of confusion followed, and the order runs:

I CORLNTHIANS
LET YOUR WOMEN

14: 34, 35
KEEP
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SILENCE

"Let the women keep silence in the churches: fc,:r it
is not permitted unto thffll to speak; but let them
be in subjection, as also saith the law. And if they
would learn anything, let them ask their own husbands at home: for it is shameful for a woman to
speak in the church" (I Cor. 14:34, 35).

Is the silence here imposed on women to be observed in
all meetings of the church? Yes, in all meetings such as
were being described by the apostle. The women were not
to disturb the meeting by even a question when revelations
were being made. Such conditions as existed, and the
grounds on which the "silence" of men and women was
commanded in the church in Corinth, do not exist in any
place on earth today. Let no one by guilty of perverting the
scripture by trying to make the prohibition prescribed in
that church binding on any congregation today!
COMMAND

TO SING

"The First Congregational Church organized in
New Jersey ordered its chorister 'not to allow any
female to sing in the choir, because Paul had commanded women to keep silence in the church'. "(Women in the Pulpit, by Willard).

This Congregational Church placed a ban on women singing in the congregation ( in the choir), because it did not
have a proper conception of the condition under which
"silence" was imposed on women. The conditions under
which women sing .today in the church are not the same as
those under which the silence of women was commandoo in
the days of Paul.
"Let the word of Christ dwE-11in you richly in all
wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs" (Col. 3:16).

In this passage "you" is the subject of the imperative verb
"let." The subject, "you," is limited by the participles,
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"teaching" and "admonishing." Singing is one of the ways
by Which "teaching and adm,onishing'' is done.
"Be filled with the Spirit· speaking one to another
in psalms and hymns andspiritual songs, singing:
and making melody with your heart to the Lord'
(Eph. 5:19, 20).

"Be filled" is imperative. "Speaking" and "singing" are
participles and specify that to which the imperative verb
"be filled" relates, and for that reason is not only included
in the command, but is a part of the command.· Singing is
a command, and women are commanded to sing. Since one
cannot sing and keep "silence" we know the command for
women to "keep silence" in the church must have some
restrictions; or, else, the meeting in which the "silence" of
women was demanded was not a meeting such as we have
today.

"IF

THEY

(WOMEN)

WOULD

LEAitN

ANYTHING"

"Let your women keep silence in the churches
• • • • and if they would leam anything, let
them ask their own husbands at home" (V. 34).

It is a matter of revelation that there were women in the
congregation at Corinth. It was the business of the teachers
in the church at Corinth to speak in such terms that "all
may learn" (V. 31). It was lawful then for women to
"learn" in the assembly of the church at Corinth when it
was having a meeting for instruction; and yet from the
very connection from which this quotation is made there is
the command for women to ask their husbands at home, if
they would "learn anything" (V. 35). Under what conditions were they allowed to learn when in the congregation
and what were the conditions under which they were to
"ask their own husbands at home" if they would "learn
anything" ?
There was certainly a meeting in which conditions could
exist under which women must keep "silence." But there
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was also a meeting in which women were to sing; and in
singing they did not keep "silence."

It must be evident that the "speaking" that it was shameful for a woman to do in the church assembled was not the
"speaking" done in singing; and since she is to learn when
the church is assembled, any interpretation placed on : "If
they would learn anything, let them ask their own husbands at home," making it wrong for women to learn when
the church is assembled, is a false interpretation. It is a
fact though that there were conditions when the church had
come together under which women were not to speak ; not
even to ask a question, but if they would know more they
were to await the time when they could inquire of their
own husbands at home. It is certain there are (were) limitations to be thrown around "speak" and "silence" in the
passage.
That Paul in this chapter was giving directions touching
the conduct of men when they possessed spiritual gifts, atv.l
were exercising them, cannot be overlooked by the careful
student. And more. he tells the women how to behave themselves when such powers were being manifested. To the men
he said: Do not speak in an unknown tongue (language)
unless there is ptesent an interpreter (translator). If there
is no interpreter present, "Keep silence in the church." Even
more: He tells them that if one of the company was speaking, and something is revealed to another seated in the audience, the speaker was to cease speaking - he was to maintain silence, and the one receiving the revelation was to be
heard. Women present were commanded to keep "silence."
They were in no way to interfere with the speakers, or
disturb them by so much as asking a question. If they wished
to know more than was revealed by the speaker, they were
to wait the time when they could ask for further information from their own husbands within the precincts of their
homes.
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The conditions which existed in the church at Corintb at
the time this letter was written, and the conditions under
which women were required to "keep silence" exist in no
place on earth today.
Let no one overlook the facts that
women to be in subjection to man, the
usurping authority over man is operative
well the chapter on "Subjection" in this

the law requiring
law forbidding her
at all times. ( Study
book.)

Women went to church in the days of Paul; they were
in the congregation at Corinth, and were to "learn" when
in the congregation (I Cor. 14 :31). But verse 35 of the
same chapter says if they "would learn anything, let them
ask their own husbands at home." What were they allowed
to learn when in the assembly, and what was the thing
they were to "learn" from their husbands at home? It can
be nothing other than the things they would seek to learn
by asking a question, or questions of the one delivering a
revelation, in addition to that which he was making known.
There is the pro.hibition imposoo on the women - Do not
disturb the men by so much as a question, seeking additional
information, but wait till you are home, and inquire of your
husband. Women attend teaching services of the church
today, and attend to learn, and do learn. The conditions
under which they were not allowed to ask for information
do not now exist, hence the application of the passage which
would not permit a woman to ask for further light is a misapplication of the passage !

Questions
1. Show need for properly applying God's word.
2. Name the three annual feasts of the Old Testament.
8. To whom was the command to keep the Sabbath given?
4. Prov;e that the Old Covenant has been annulled.
6. Quote Lk. 24:46-49.
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8. How were the words of the apostles confirmed T Quote pas-

aqea.

7. What were inspired teachers called in N. T. times T
8. Show we need no additional rervelatioris.
9. QuoteII Pet. 1:3; U Tim. 8:16, 17.
10. What wu the purpose of spiritual gifts T
11. Ducrihe Corinth in the days of the apostles.
11. T,U of Paul's visit to Corinth.
18. Name some of those baptized at Corinth.
14. Dilcuu the uae of ''meats" at Corinth.
1&. Diecau spiritual gifts.
18. For what purpose waa I Cor. 14 written T
17. What "kind" of meeting ia described in I Cor. lU
18. Do we have such meetings now T
19. How often did ·the churcli in Jerusalem meet!
IO. Why did they assemble every day T
11. Are we circumstanced as they were T
12. Kay Christiana now meet for "teaching services ! "
18. What wu it to speak in a "tongue!"
IL Do people now speak in ''tongues T"
26. Why wen women commanded to keep silence in the church T

V. 28.

18. Why were men commanded to keep silence in the church T
v. 81.
2'1. Are men now receiving revelations T
18. Do the conditions now exist under which IDffl were to be "si-

laat" T

29. Were.women in the teaching services described in this chap- .
terT
80. Are women to sing in the church assembled?
11. Diaeua ,Eph. fi:19, 20; Col. 8:16.
82. Are women permitted to learn in the congregation T V. 81.
18. Dilcuu: ".If they would learn anything• • own husbands at

home." V. Bfi.

8'. Can one sin&'and keep "silence!"
U. Under what conditions were women to keep silence T
88. Do thoee conditions exist now T
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Topics for Di8caasion
1. How To Study The Bil>le.
I. Contnat Old and New Covenants.
8. Dlleau Spiritual Gift&
4. When Did ,Spiritual Gifta Ceue T
I. Dlaeuu Ju. 1:18-11.

I TIMOTHY2:8-14

X.
I Timothy 2 :8-14
"I deeire therefore that the men pray in every place ,
lifting up holy :bands, without wrath and disputing. In
like manner that women adorn themselves in modest
apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety; not with
braided hair, gold or pearls or costly raiment; but
(which becometh women professin, godlineas) through
good works. Let. a woman learn m quietness . with all
aubjection. But I permit not a woman to teach, nor
have dominion over a man, but to be in quietness. For
Adam waa first formed, then Eve: and Adam ·was not
beguiled, but the woman being beguiled bath fallen into
transgreBSion."(I Tim. 2:8-14).

THE

foregoing passage is not, as so many
think, a companion passage with I Cor. 14 :34, 35. In the
Corinthian passage instruction was given touching the conduct of women when the church was assembled; and' not only
so, but during the time when spiritual gifts were being exercised. In the passage we now have under review no reference is made to the church assembled, or directly to the
conduct of women in such meetings. There is no law of
interpretation by which this passage can be limited to the
conduct of women wheri the church is assembled, even if
there are some who are regarded as wise men who so limit it.
To limit this passage to the church assembled will require
that it read : "I permit not a woman to teach, in the church
assembled ; nor to have dominion over a man, in the church
assembled." Such an interpretation would license the following conclusion: "Women may not only teach, but have
145
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dominion over man also; in all p1aces, except in the church
when assembled."
The passage is general in its application and teaching. 1.t
gives voice to the design of Jehovah and is applicable to the
conduct of women in private, social, as well as religious life.
I invite you to a careful study of the passage.
( 1.) Without regard to time, circumstances or place,
this passage is applicable.to women and their activities. (In
this respect it differs from I Cor. 14 :34, JS). This passage
from Timothy is a general statement, and though this is
true, it must be remembered the general includes the specific,
or particu1ar.
The paragraph opens with the exhortation that prayers
be made for all men. In verse eight it is said: "I desire
therefore that men pray in every place." From this it is
seen that the passage contemplates not only the church when
assembled, but the home, yes, every place where prayers
are said. The word "men" in this verse does not include
women.
(2 .) · Let "a woman" -that is, any woman, be advised
that she is not permitted to have dominion over "a man," nor
is she to forget that the passage forbids her teaching. From
other passages we learn that Jehovah inspired women to
teach, hence we know this passage, in forbidding women to
teach, must have some limitations - that there are conditions under which women may teach. ( See Acts 21 :8;
Titus 2). Huldah the prophetess taught a group of men
(II Ki. 22) . God inspired and approved Huldah teaching
the group of men, but at no time or place has God approved
women in usurping authority over man.
( 3.) It will be noted by the student that in verse eight
Paul says men are to pray in every place. In the next verse
he speaks of women. By design he distinguishes between
men and women in the reference.
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( 4.) No one should conclude that the passage is antithetic, and that because Paul says men are to pray in every
place, the teaching is that women are never to pray.
(5.) The passage we study has reference to no particular
time, or peculiar custom. The restriction grows out of the
demand that women be in "subjection." The demand is because of sex relationship. \Voman was created to be the
"helper" of man, not for dominion over him; and as an a,1ditional reason for the subjection of woman it is declared ·
she was "beguiled" and "hath fallen into transgression."
In one stride Paul swings past all the customs that may
have fastened themselves on man through four thousand
years; and states the law of Jehovah which has been the
expression of his will since sin entered the Garden of Eden
-yes, from the beginning of woman's existence.
(6.) Women are to learn in "quietness." "Quietness"
does not necessarily mean "silence." Circumstances must
determine the meaning of the word "quietness." Do you
not know that there is such a thing as "quietness" in speaking as well as boisterous speaking? The "silence" of I Cor.
14 :34 is not the same as the "quietness" of the passage we
have for study in this chapter. (You will note that the
American Standard Version gives "quietness" in I Tim.
2 :11, and not "silence" as is given in the Authorized Version.)
Though I Cor. 14 :34 has reference to the conduct of
women when attending a meeting in which the church has
assembled, there is no valid ground for contending that
the passage has reference to the assembling of the church
on Sunday for the regular services ordained for that day.
The passage in I Tim. 2, the one now under review, has
reference to the relationship of the husband and the wife,
as well as the relationship of women in general to men in
general, under every possible relationship - in every place!
Women are not to forget that man is the head, and regard-
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less of the time, or place, she is not to raise a "rough house,"
but to be in subjection; she is to remember that "quietness"
is demanded of her.
RESTRICTIONS

LMPOSED ON WOMEN

"But I permit not a women to teach, nor to have
dominion over a man.but to be in quietness."

This passage is a clearly expressed declaration of woman's
ability to teach. The interdiction, "I suffer not a woman to
teach" does not grow out of any mental disability attending
women. The mental powers of women are governed by the
same laws that operate man's mental machinery.
It is insisted by some that the passage forbids a woman
teaching "a man." Are you sure the passages teaches that?
It is a fact that in Old Testament times a woman inspired
by the Holy Spirit taught a group of men (2 Ki. 22), and it
-is also a fact that Priscilla joined her husband in teaching a
preacher the way of the Lord more perfectly. Do you hold
that I Tim 2 :12 is legislation enacted with the design of
preventing women teaching nien? I insist there is not a
prohibition found in L Tim. 2 :12 against a woman teaching
a man!
It is frequently true that in a mixed group of men and
women there are women who are better informed in science,
literature, art, and the Scriptures than any man in the group.
Would it be wrong for such a woman to teach the men who
might seek information of her?
Is it the teaching of the passage we now study that women
under no conditions or circumstances are permitted to teach
a man, even thought the man seeks information at her hands?
It is insisted by some that, "A woman may teach a man in
private, but not in public." Guard your statement well, my
brother. The passage says not one word about "public"
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teaching being forbidden, nor is there in the passage an intimation that "private" teaching is permitted on . the part of
women . It is certainl y a general statement, and must have
a general application .
When I was a young preacher, a preacher of less than two
years experience, I was entertained in the home of an aged
disciple of Christ who had for many years been a close
student of God's word. It pleased her to talk about the Bible
and religion as no other subject delighted her. In the course
of the ten days spent in her home she taught me many things
about the Bible. At times she would open the conversation,
and at other times I would ask some question about some
point, and she would talk, and talk , - teaching me. Sometimes we were alone, and at other times there were a number of men and women present . Did she do wrong in teaching me, and the other men present? It is answered by some:
"She taug-ht you in private, and under such conditions it was
permissible for her to teach you." The teaching was in her
residence. hut no one was barred from being present. Occasionally some one came in who had not been invited to come
at that part icular time. / insist that you do not read into the
passar;c that which is not there.

It does not say women may teach, provided the teaching
is "in private"! If it is insisted that the teaching of the
passage is: "Women may teach in private, but not in public." it may be read: "I suffer not a woman to teach in
public; but she is at liberty to teach in private; and more,
she is not permitted to have dominion over man, in public,
but has the right to have dominion over him in private."
The passage makes no direct reference to the assembling
of the church of Christ on Sunday for the regular worship
which is observed on that day; it make's no reference to
public or private teaching, specifically. If the passage is to be
taken without limitations, then it forbids a woman teaching a man literature, art, history, religion, or any other
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·subject at any time I It forbids woman teaching a man,
whether the man be her husband, or some other man.
My wife has a very fine collection of iris. She taught me
how to hybridize - how to take the pollen from one flower
and pollenize another flower. Did she do wrong in teaching
me how to produce a hybrid?
It may be well noted that in all the Bible there is not a
ban against a:man seeking information at the hands of a
woman. It is a fact that in Old Testament times, and in
New Testament times women have taught men. Would it
be possible for a man to live with his wife, or to be associated
with women, without being taught by them? I have learned
much from my wife, she has taught me, and other women
have taught me; but if L have a proper conception of God's
word, neither my wife, nor other women have violated the
teachings of the Bible in imparting to me information. So
certain as you ask information of a woman, and she gives
it, that certain is it that she has taught you. Someone says :
"It is religious teaching that is contemplated in the passage,''
If that is true, then it is "usurping authority" in religious
matters that . women are not allowed to exercise over man,
but in all other matters, save religion only, she may exercise authority over men. Such an interpretation we know is
false, for the subjection of woman to man is the demand of
God's law. At no time or place is woman allowed to "usurp
authority over man." Again, if it is "religious" teaching, and
that only prohibited in the passage, it must follow that
a woman may teach man science, history, art, literature,
dietetics - every subject under heaven, except religion I And
does the passage teach that a woman may usurp authority
over man in every field, except that of religion? Yes, there
is a restriction thrown around women in their teaching.
What the restriction is, we are to learn later.
·
NOT A WOMAN CHOSEN AS AN APOSTLE
Some insist that since there was not a woman chosen
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from the disciples to be an apostle; nor was there a woman
in the company of seventy, such must have some weight;
for, it is declared, had it been the will of the Lord for women
to preach as did the apostles, and the seventy, surely the Lord
would have chosen at least one woman in the number. I
hold that it is not within the rights of a woman to preach as
did the twelve, and the seventy ; but the fact that there was
not a woman in either of these groups is no proof that she
may not do teaching, even public teaching. Had it occurred
to you in this connection that there was not a Gentile in the
group of the seventy, nor was there a Gentile in the school
of the apostles ! Is it lawful to insist that because there
was not a Gentile in either of the groups, it is therefore
wrong for a Gentile to do teaching? Is it insisted that there
were Gentile men who did do teaching in the days of the
apostles, and for that reason Gentiles may teach today? True .
'There were women in the days of the apostles who taught too.
CAN A WOMAN GIVE INFORMATION?
J,f a man seeks information at the hands of a woman, may
she give it? If she does, has she violated the passage we
now study? Does she refuse to be "in subjection" to man if
she teaches men? If a man seeks information of a woman,
and she can give it, but refuses , is she showing herself to be
in "subjection"? Surely, having "dominion" over man is to
refuse to be in "subjection." "Dominion" and "subjection"
are placed in opposition to each other. If I seek information of a woman, and she gives it, it is my pleasure; it is not
the woman usurping authority over me, and if she imparts
information, if she teaches me, she has not violatoo God's
word.
WOMAN MUST TEACH
That Women are to teach in the Christian Dispensation is
a matter of prophesy (Joel 2 :28-30 ; Acts 2 :17). Not only
did Joel and Peter declare that women would teach, but the
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record is cleat that Philip had four unmarried daughters who
did prophesy, they taught (Acts 21 :9) ! But to teach under
conditions which will place woman in authority over man,
for her to refuse to recognize the leadership of man, for her
to refuse to be in "subjection" to man, is to flaunt sex relationship, and that is a sin.
Though Joel and Peter declared women would prophesy,
in neither of the predictions are there revealed any restrictions which were to surround women in such work, nor was
there a necessity that a restriction be mentioned, for from
the beginning of woman's existence there existed sex relationship; man the head, woman the helper. Though Philip's daughters did prophesy, and to prophesy is to teach, we
know that in the teaching of these women they did not usurp
authority over man.
TEACHING

AND USURPING

AUTHORITY

"I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp
authority over the man."

Have you studied the passage carefully? There are two
things prohibited: ( 1) "Teaching." (2) "Dominion over a
man." Is the prohibition against woman teaching an unlimited proscription? l read that it is God's will that the aged
women teach the younger women (Tit. 2 :1-3). Is this passage in conflict with I Tim. 2 :12, where it says : "I suffer
not a woman to teach"? If mothers teach their children
the word of God today, do they do wrong, are they ref using
to respect the demands of this verse which says: "I suffer
not a woman to teach?"
Early in the Christian dispensation Peter and John performed a notable miracle. Their popularity disturbed the authorities in the Jewish religion. Annas, the high priest, called
a council and had Peter and John brought before it. After a
colloquy of some length, the council "commanded them not
to speak at all nor teach in the name of Jesus" (Acts 4:18).
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Is it thought by any one that the command for these men not
to "speak at all" meant that they were not allowed to acknowledge a greeting ; that they were not allowed to converse with each other? Is it thought that the command not
"to speak at all" meant that they were to be mute from that
time forward ; that they were to maintain absolute silence?
If you will give attention to the passage you cannot fail to
see that there is a qualifying clause, and that clause is, "in
the name of Jesus." They were forbidden to speak "at all"
- in the name of Jesus! The term "in the name of Jesus"
qualifies the words "speak" and "teach." The ban was on
speaking and teaching, - "in the name of Jesus."
"L permit not a woman to teach, nor to have qominion over
a man." When women enter the public schools and teach
little children they have authority, "dominion," over them.
Do they violate this passage when they do such work? Are
the words "teach" and "hav~ dominion" qualified by any
terms? If "Yes," what? Reading the ~ssage with the desire to learn the truth you cannot but see that the words
"over a man" qualify the work of teaching, and having
dominion. I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to have dominion over a man. The words "over a man" qualify both
members of the sentence - she is not to "teach" over a man;
nor is she to have "dominion" - over a man. She must
not ignore sex relationship. It is not teaching that is forbidden, but teaching "over a man."
If a woman teaches a Sunday School class, at the solicitation of the elders in the church of Christ, she does not
usurp authority over man. She does teach, is commanded
to teach, but not "over a man!" In her teaching the Sunday School class in the church of Christ she does so under
the oversight of the elders of the church and in subjection
to the elders of the congregation.
Because there are more ways than "teaching" by which
a woman can usurp authority, God declares that women are
not to usurp authority over man in any way!
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Questions
1. Show that I Tim. 2:8-12 and I Cor. 14:34 are not companion
passages.
2. Show I Tim. 2:8-14 is not limited to time or place.
S. Is the "teaching" of I Tim. 2:8-14 limited to church assembled?
4. Is "usurping authority" limited in the same way?
6. If I Tim. 2:8-14 is without limitations, how can I Pet. 3:1-4
be. obeyed?
6. Me there any exceptions to: "I suffer not a woman to
teach"?
7. If no exceptions to I Tim. 2:8-14, how can women sing, since
in singing there is teaching? (Col. 3:16.)
8. If I Tim. 2:8-14 means "public teaching," does ''usurping
authority" have reference to "in public" only?
9. Where may men pray?
10. For whom may they pray?
11. Do we have any part in answering a prayer?
12. How can a women teach a man without "usurping authority''
over him?
18. Name some women who taught men. Give reference.
14. Did the woman whom God inspired to teach the high priest
"usurp" authority over him, and the men with him ?
16. Why are women to be "in subjection?"
16. Is there a difference betmloen "quietness" and "silence?" Give
example.
17. To what does I Cor. 14:34 refer?
18. Does I Tim. 2:8-14 have reference only to husband and wife?
19. Does I Tim. 2:8-14 forbid woman teaching man?
20. If I Tim. 2:8-14 forbids a woman teaching man, account for
the fact that God inspired a woman to teach men.
21. Did Priscilla have part in teaching a man? What was his
name?
22. Would it be wrong for a woman to impart information if
with a group in which there were men on a picnic?
28. May a woman teach men in private?
24. Does I Tim. 2:8-14 make reference to "private" or public
teaching T Or both T
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25. Does I Tim. 2:8-14 refer to religious teaching? If "Yes,"
how do you know?
26. Would it be wrong for a man to seek information of a
woman?
27. If a woman refused to give a man information, would she
be in "subjection?"
28. What restrictions did th~ rulers impose on Peter and John
in Acts 4:18?
29. In I Tim. 2:8-14 what is the meaning of "over man"?
30. What does "over a man" qualify in I Tim. 2:8-14?
31. Do wives violate I Tim. 2 :8-14 when they teach their husbands?
82. Show that because there was not a woman apostle is not
proof she is not to teach.
83. Show that Christian women must teach God's word.
84. Do women do wrong when they teach science, arts, history in
public schools ?
35. Is a woman allowed to teach everything, except the most
important of all subjects - the Bible?
86. Name some of the ways by which a woman can "usurp
authority'' over a man.

Topics for Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What Is Modest Dress?
A Presumptuous Sin.
Mixed Marriages-Christians
Music in the Church.
Vain Worship.

and Unbelievers.

THE DEACONESS

XI.

The Deaconess
"I commend unto you Phoebe our sister, who is a
servant of the church that is at Cenchreae" (Ro16:1).
(The word rendered "deacon" in I Tim. 3:8 and the
word rendered "servant" in Ro. 16:1 are the same
word in the Greek test. The American Standard
Version gives "deaconess" in the margin of Ro. 16:1
as the meaning of the word "se-rvant" in the text.)

PHOEBE
was a servant, "deaconess," in
the church at Cenchreae. Though we do not have a detailed
account of the work done by her, she was by Paul commended to the Church at Rome as a faithful sister and
"deaconess," who had helped him and others.

Those who love the Lord are anxious to see his cause prosper, and function in every righteous way. The student of
the New Testament often inquires: "In the days of the
apostles there were women in the church called 'deaconesses,'
why is it that we do not have such women in the church today?" This question is then followed by another, namely:
"What were the qualifications of the deaconess; and what
were her duties ?" l
QUALLFICATIONS

In First Timothy, third chapter, verses one to eight, Paul
makes known the traits of character and acquisitions one
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must have to be a bishop in the church of God. At vene
eight he begins detailing the qualifications of the man who
may be a deacon in the church. He says: "Deacons in like
manner must be grave, not double-tongued, not given to much
wine, not greedy of filthy lucre; holding the mystery of faitb
in a pure conscience. And let these also first be proved; then
let them serve as deacons, if they be blameless."
At verse eleven, before he had concluded the discussion
of the qualifications of deacons, he says, "Women in like manner must be grave, not slanderers, temperate, faithful in all
things."
Having made this statement found in verse eleven, he
immediately returns to the discussion of the character of
those who serve as deacons.
Has this question occurred to you : "Why did Paul turn
from the discussion of the deacon, make the observation
found in verse eleven about women, and then return to the
discussion of the deacons?"
In the King James Version verse eleven reads: "Even so
must their wives," etc. You will not overlook the fact that the
words "must' and "their" in verse eleven are italicized that
you may know they are supplied words, words supplied by
the translator - that these words do not appear in the Greek
text. In the American Standard Version we have: "Women
in like manner," instead of "Even so must their wives." The
word "women" is given in place of the word "wives." The
word rendered "wives" in the King James Version does not
necessarily mean "wife."
,
It has been thought by some that Paul had reference to the
"wives" of the deacons in the passage we now study. Evidently that was the view of the translators of the King James
Version. If you hold that view, you are confronted with the
question : "Why is it that Paul make~ reference to the wives
of the deacons, making certain qualifications necessary for
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one to be a deacon; when in the same connection he had been
discussing the bishops, but make no ref erertce to the qualifications of the wife of a man who could be a bishop?"
To me it seems absurd to contend that Paul when discussing the qualifications of a deacon would turn aside abruptly
and mention the character of the deacon's wife; but makes
no reference to the character of the bishop's wife, when in the
same connection he had discussed the qualifications of the
bishops, but did not say one word about the qualifications of
the bishop's wife. In truth verse eleven in the passage does
not have reference to the wife of a deacon.
Some have insisted that verse eleven is a reference to all
women. That all women should possess the traits of character mentioned in the verse it is agreed ; but I am unable to
persuade myself that the apostle while discussing the qualifications of deacons, a particular group of men to whom certain
work has been assigned in the church, would introduce into
the discussion a statement which in no sense relates to the
qualifications of the deacons. He did not make an observation touching "all women" and then return to the discussion
of the deacons.
Paul was telling of the qualifications of the deacons, a
selected group of men who serve in the church, and in the
midst of the discussion he turned aside to make reference to
the female-deacon, or deaconess, and her qualifications. There
were such women in the church in the days of Paul, women
who were servants of the church. There would have been
nothing illogical in inserting the word about the deaconess
while discussing the qualifications of the deacons, and that
is what he did! Having stated the qualifications of the deaconess, he returned to the discussion of the deacon and his qualifications.

THE DEACONESS: HER QUALIFLCATIONS
The deaconess must be "grave, not slanderers, temperate,
faithful in all things" (I Tim. 3:11).
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GRAVE: Not flighty, and giddy: but serious, dignified,
sober, self-possessed, imperturbable.
N'OT SLANDERERS: Never injuring the character of
others by word spoken or written : nor by insidious insinuations; not a shrew.
TEMPERA TE : Showing self-control; self-possessed.
FAITHFUL IN ALL THINGS:
ties in all the relationships of life.

Discharging one's du-

THE WORK OF A DEACONESS
Though we do not have a detailed account of the work done
by a deaconess in the days of the apostles, or what she may
do now; it seems to me that any thoughful person who is
conversant with the work of the church of Christ as described
in the New Testament can visualize much that the church
can do, that no one can do as well as a faithful Christian
woman. Contemplate the following, which comes to me,
detailed by a Christian minister :
"It was brought to the attention of the congregation where
I labor, that a child in the home of one of the members of
the congregation needed medical attention, and that the family
was not financially able to meet the expense necessary in having a doctor and securing medicine." What was needed in
this case? Medicine only- or were there other pressing demands in the home? Does some one say: "Let the elders go
to the home and learn what is needed, and supply the needs."
Who is it that does not know that it is seldom the elders or
deacons know what is needed in their own homes when all
are well, to say nothing about knowing the needs in the home
when sickness is rife? Thinkest thou it would be the part of
wisdom to send men on a tour of inspection in a home where
there is sickness with the children, or the mother in the home?
They would know little more after the visit than they did
before. Under such conditions the wise thing to do is to send
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some sister, or more than one sister to make the needed investigation; not only to learn if the physician's services are
needed; but to ·learn what else- is needed in the home clothes, linens, articles for sanitation, and other necessities in
the sick room. The minister recited : "Two sisters were sent
to the home of the sick, with authority to supply what was
needed, and have the articles bought charged to the church ."
This they did, as servants of the church, and in such service
they were functioning as r.leaconesses of that congregation!

It should be remembered though that every pressing demand for assistance cannot await the assembling of the congregation and the detailing of some one to look after the needs
of the one in want; hence there should be some one who
may be called at any time to righteously attend to such matters as servants of the church; and as servants of the church
discharge such work when it is brought to their attention . In
some instances the elders, or deacon s, can meet the demand
for help; but there are occasions when they are not qualified
to make some needed investigations, hence the need for women servants - the deaconess, who may be called any time to
function in the work to which they have been assigned .
I knew an instance where there was an ugly report going
the rounds of the community about a young widow of the
congregation . There were things being said about her that
would have been emban:assing to her, as well as to the elder s
to have discussed with her. The elders of the congregation
sent two elderly sisters to the young widow, to acquaint her
with the report, and learn what they could from her, and report to them the information gained from her . The sisters
were instructed to approach the young widow with the following statement, or words to the same effect : "We are sent
to you by the elders of the church to falk with you about some
reports being circulated relative to your conduct. What you
may say to us, what we may learn, will be reported to the
elders, and that will end the matter so far as our connecti on
with it is concerned. We do not come to you on our own ini-

,
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tiative, but as servants of the church of which you are a member; we are sent to you by the elders of the church." They
were serving as deaconesses of the church.
Attention comes to a member of the church that there is a
widow in her community with children, that they are in needy
circumstances. The member may be in position to supply
the needed things ; but is that the wise course to follow? If
the needs be supplied by the individual, is it not true that the
individual gets the credit for the act of charity; and the
church of the Lord of which he is a member is wholly unknown, gets no glory from the manifestatiqn of the spirit
the Lord taught. I hold that the deaconesses of the church
should have been contacted, and should have supplied the
needoo things, either from the store-room of the church, or
secured them from a store. In making delivery of the needed
things to the object of charity it should be brought to the attention of the one helped that the aid supplied is from the
church of Christ. "Unto him be glory in the church" (Eph.
3.21).
I know a wealthy sister who is many times called to help
some needy. Sometimes the call is for immediate help, the
need is pressing; and she helps. In such instances she sends
with her gifts a card on which is written: "From the church
of Christ." She then reports the gift to the elders of the congregation of which she is a member.
How many men have you known who were willing to make
a contribution to some cause, if they had the assurance that
publicity would be given to their name in connection with the
gift. "Take heed that ye do not your righteousness before
men, to be seen of them: else ye have no reward with your
Father who is in heaven"' (Mt. 6:1).
The sister who prepares the Lord's table each Sunday is
serving the congregation - she is a servant, a deaconess in
the church I
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More than one time I have been humiliated when coming
to a baptismal service for some woman to find she was not
properly clothoo for the occasion, and more, to find she was
not attended by some sister of the congregation who would
assist her in the necessary preparation for baptism . Yes,
there were numbers of sisters in the congregation who would
have been glad to have served in preparing her for t~e immersion, but each thought Sister Blank would accompany the
lady to the dressing room and prepare her for the service. No
one thinks it the work of tihe elders, or deacons, to attend a
lady and assist her in preparing her clothing for immersion.
There should be in every congregation some sensible sisters
whose duty it is to lend all necessary aid to the women to be
bapti zed. They should be definitely appointed to such work,
and serving in that capacity they will be ministering as deaconesses.
It should be known in every congregation that Sister
Phoeh e, Sister Priscilla, and Sister Dorcas are deaconesses
in the congregation, and that when their assistance is needed
they are to be called. Many congregations are fal1ing short of
the work that should be done, because they do not have women appointed to do certain work for the church. You know
of some work that should be done, but you are not financially
able to do it, and it is passed by; but if you knew Sister
Pho ebe was a servant of the church, and was in position to
see the work done by the church, you would call her and
accompany her on the mission of mercy. Humanity would be
blessed, and the church fill a place of service.
The church must carry on; and to properly function under
divine directions there must be elders and deacons doing the
work assigned them ; and as there was need for the deaconess
in the early days of the church, so there is now.
The world does not need a "Twentieth Century Church,"
but there is need for the church of the first century, the New
Testament church, to function in the twentieth century.
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Questions
1. Who was Phoebe?

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To whom did Paul commend Phoebe?
Why did she go to Rome?
Who established the church at Rome?
Give the qualifications of a "deacon."
What are the duties of a deacon?
How do you account for women being mentioned in I Tim.
3:11?
8. Why are some words in the Bible in italic letters?
9. Does I Tim. 3:11 refer to wives of deacons?
10. Why no reference to wives of elders?
11. To whom do you think I Tim. 3:11 refers?
12. State the qualifications of d~oness.
13. What does "grave" mean?
14. Discuss the word "slander."
15. Tell what it means to be "tempe,rate."
16. Detail how one is "faithful in all things."
17. Give example of some work in which women excel men.
18. Discuss needs for some one to attend women to be baptized.
19. Why should church do work of charity?
20; Discuss tendency to seek self-glory.
21. Let each member of class tell of some work women can do
in advancing the Cause of Christ.

Topics for Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Women as
The Lord's
Women in
The Jailor.
Neglecting.

Helpers.
Day.
Public Work.
(Acts 16.)
(Heb. 2:3).
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Teaching
By M. 0. DALEY

THEY
shall all be taught of God" (John 6 :45).
The Bible is God's book; it is his message to man. It is a
series of lessons arranged and delivered by the Lord to teach
man what God desired them to know. These lessons begin
with man in his "a, b, e's," and keep step with him, grade by
grade, until graduation is reached.

Writing the Bible required the services of some forty men,
and about fifteen hundred years of time. The first record
was by Moses, and the last by John. The Bible covers God's
educational course thoroughly. Since John's "Amen," no
message has been added by the Lord ; and man is warned
against all efforts to make adrlitions. God's next message to
man will be: "TIME SHALL BE NO MORE ." In every
ag~ the lesson$ given were adapted to the men in the dispensation in which they lived.
The little fragment chipped from eternity, divided into day
and night, and called "time," is, in an orderJy manner,
grouped into periods known as "Dispensations" of time. In
these "Dispensations" God's course of instruction found its
way, and imparted the needed lessons. And, too, the lessons
are so arranged that they apply perfectly to the groups, or
class, to whom they were assigned, with never a discordant
note in the harmony of the whole system. The failure to recognize this orderly arrangement accounts for the prevailing
confusion existing in denominational circles today.
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In every age the importance of "seeking him in due order"
is emphasiezd (I Chron. 15 :13; I,I Tim . 2 :10) . It seems
hard for some people to learn this. A minister relating to me
his difficulties said: My mother was very anxious for me to
know my duty to God. She taught me to read the Bible every
C:av- after this fashion: "She would have me read the
book of Romans through, then the book of Job, followed by
one of the Old Testament prophets; then the book of R.evelation. She wondered why I never learned my duty to God."
His experience was and is a common one. God does not assign lessons in that way.
Because it is said : "They shall all be taught of God," some
have reasoned that since many have lived and died without
knowin g God, they will yet be taught of God. Thus are
theories born. God has taught in every age, but not the same
lessons in every d1spensation. To teach me to do that which
the Jew s were taught in the Jewish Dispensation would be a
tra gedy. In other words it would be for me to do as service
to God many of the things he taught the Jews to do. But
there are many teachers today who would teach me to do just
that.
To be "taught of God" does not mean, as some contend, to
be taught "about God." Through the ages many things have
been taught "about God" that were not true . But everything
taught "by him ," is true. It is necessary to be taught "about
God"; for Paul says, "He that cometh to God must believe
that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them that diligently
seek him." Here the teaching is done "by him," since he only
can teach us about himself the things we need to know. But
to be taught "by him" does not mean that he cannot do the
teaching through agencies. It means that everything taught
as service to him must be authorized by him. Jesus emphasized this fact when he said : "In vain they do worship me,
teaching for doctrines the commandments of men" (Mt.
15 :9).
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God made man, and "set him over the works" of his hands
(Heb. 2 :7), but did not then and there endow him with the
knowledge necessary to the performance of the task assigned
him. God reserved the right to be man's teacher, and assumed
the responsibility for the teaching. In teaching man God
used words ; and to help man understand, he used signs.
Burning Sinai ( something they could see) is an example
(Deut. 4:10-14). The bow in the clouds (Gen. 9:13-16)
is another. Witnessing with "signs and wonders, and with
divers miracles" (Heb. 2 :4) is still another. Seeing helped
to convince.
We learn to do things in two ways - by seeing others do
them, aru:l by being taught in words how to do them. When
God told Noah to build an ark, he did not know how; he had
never built one, nor had any one else. God taught him how,
and he built it. God commanded Moses to lead Israel out of
Egypt, through a trackless wilderness to Canaan. No such
gigantic project had ever been undertaken; Moses did not
know how to do it. God taught him (Ex. 4:15). Moses was
commandoo to build a tabernacle. He knew not how, and
the Lord showed him a pattern (picture) of what he wanted,
and he built it. God said to him, "See," saith He, "that thou
make all things according to the pattern showed thee in the
mount" ( Heb. 8 :5). Moses and Noah were both "taught of
God," but they were not taught the same lesson - they were
not in the same class. Noah could not have built an ark by
the pattern of the tabernacle showoo Moses in the mount; nor
could Moses have delivered Israel by following the instructions given for building the ark. The needed lesson was
taught each.
When Israel became a duly organized nation, God, in person, taught them the things they needed to know. (II Coron.
6 :27). He charged Moses to teach them the same things
(Deut. 4 :5). The people themselves were commanded to
"teach every man his neighbor" (Jer. 31 :34). Parents were
to teach their children diligently, in the home, out of the
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home, night and morning; and to explain to them the meaning of the law. And, in addition, as a further aid to the children in learning the lesson, they were to "bind them for a
sign ( something they could see), upon their hands, and to
write them upon the posts" and gates of their houses (Deut.
6 :7-20). The Levites were made special teachers of "all Israel" (II Chron. 15 :3).
The law was taught in the schools and in the synagogues.
A most wonderful educational program. David saw the need
of more teaching, and set about to teach a class himself.
"Come, ye children, hearken unto me: I will teach you the
fear of the Lord" (Ps. 34:11). God purposed to have every
Jew taught to know him, and to that end every available
means was employed. There were no restrictions imposed as
to time or place. Nor was there any additional organization
brought into existence to make possible this educational program.

In the New Testament dispensation, in which everything
is "new," and "better" than was offered in former dispensations, we will find a better educational program. One "just
as good" might barely satisfy, but an inferior one is unthinkable! Jesus began his teaching ministry with the "Sermon
on the Mount." For scope, and clearness, nothing comparable to it had ever been taught. The people were amazed, for
he "taught them _as one having authority, and not as the
scribes" (Mt. 7 :29). From this mount he journeyed to Calvary to his kingly throne "at the right hand of God," teaching along the way as man had never taught before. He built
his church and through it launched an educational program
which is wor,ld wide, and age lasting. The church is heaven's
university on earth. To the student who would "learn of me,"
the course it offers covers every field of righteous endeavor.
Its teachers are to be its own product.
The church is the "fullness of him that filleth all in all"
(Eph. 1 :23). God's saving program is in the church. The
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church is the "pillar and ground of the truth" ( I Tim . 3 :15).
Its mission is to perpetuate the truth ; and in turn it is to be
perpetuated by "the truth ." In the beginning its teachers
were few - the apostles. Its growth was rapid; its field was
limited only by the bounds of humanity, and soon the need
for additional teachers increased. The New Testament was
not at the first committed to writing as we now have it; nor
was revelation completed when the first Christians were
made. Developing teachers by the church was necessarily
slow. To care for the situation until the church could supply
the teachers needed, the spiritual gifts mentioned by Paul
(1 Cor. 12) were given as "helps" to aid the church for the
time being. When they were no longer needed they ceased.
These "helps " were no part of the "gospel of our salvation,"
else they would have continued to the present time. Their introduction necessitated no new organization, nor were they
made tests of fellowship. They were aids to the church in her
educational program.
Shall we conclude that because these temporary "aids "
were discontinued, no aids of any kind are now permissible?
Must the church in its teacher-training program demand that
the student be denied such aids as will help to a better understanding of the Bible? I teach a class Sunday morning, and
another class during the week. In my effort to learn God's
will as expressed in the lesson, L consult a dictionary, a concordance, different translations, and commentaries. Members
of these classes have "reference" Bibles, and often "run the
references," consult a Bible dictionary, concordance, or commentary. These helps are the work of men - they are "uninspired literature." They aid us in learning the lesson. Must
I rid myself of all I have learned by the use of these aids?
They have been "profitable to me in the ministry."
I asked a minister, who was widely known to have a general knowledge of the Bible far above the average minister,
yet he was not an old man, how he obtained such a vast fund
of Bible information. He replied: "I claim no originality;
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I know of no discovery worthy the name that I have made.
If I were asked to name one important truth L have learned
without the help of some uninspiroo man, I would be hard
put to name it. My fund of information, be it great or small,
is but the accumulation of the conclusi ons of other men added
to my own, drawn as a result of something they have said, or
that suggested it."
The church is not a single purpose institution. Its organization is of such a nature that it can foster a variety of activities honoring God and helpful to man . Its charter permits
it to engage in any work or service that God wants done in
the world . The church is a worshipping institution. It is a
charity, a benevolent institution . It is all these in one -one
organi zation, though there be different kinds of work in which
it engages . There is as much need for order in one kind of
v.·ork as in another. \Vhen the church was confronted with
a large- scale charity pr oblem ( Acts 6 : 1-8) , in an orderly
way it handled it, without organizing anything .
Leaders in different activities need to be trained. To train
a nurse call for different teaching than is given to make a
mechanic . Neither would a gr oup of students in being trained
for different kinds of work be placed in the same class and
taught the same things.
Singing is an essential part of the public worship. A song
''leader" is necessary. If in the congregation there is not one,
one should be trained for that work. But we would not teach
him the duties of an elder in making a song director, yet the
elders are necessary . The "song director" and the elders are
trainee\ for different kinds of ,vork- they are in different
classes. Their work so pl_aces them . Hence, different classes
or kinds of work naturally makes different.classes of workers.
Paul in L Cor. 12 :14-25 confirms this classification.
Again, present attainments make different classes. In the
Corinthian congregation there were milk-drinkers, and meat-
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eaters; two classes. Paul said of them: "I have fed you with
milk, and not with meat : for hitherto ye were not able to
bear it, neither yet now are ye able" (I Coi:-.3 :2). To the
Hebrews he said : "When for the time ye ought to be teachers, ye have need that one teach you again which be the first
principles of the oracles of God ; and are become such as have
need of milk, and not of strong meat. For every one that
useth milk is unskilled in the word of righteousness : for he
is a babe" (Heb. 5 :12, 13). They could have been teachers,
one class ; but were babes, another class. Being babes they
did not know enough to be teachers - they were not in the
teacher class. Paul recognized this different classification,
and fed them accordingly. He did not organize something
separate from the church, and then divide them into classes.
Their attainments placed them where they belonged, and
Paul acted as the conditions demanded. So should we. But
why further proof of that which every one knows to be true.
In all work of life, the ability, and the work to be done,
places the worker where he belongs.

Whom shall we teach? We have learned that the church
is a teaching institution, and that it has an educational program. The members are the church- "Now are ye the body
of Christ, and members in particular" (I Cor. 12 :27). The
members, then, are to do the teaching. But there are "limitations" we are told. True, for if all were teachers there would
be no one to learn. Paul affirms that the milk-drinkers in the
membership, being "babes," are "-unskilful in the word"
(Heb. 5 :13), and therefore cannot teach. It is insisted by
some that the women cannot teach in the church assembled,
because it is said : "Women are to keep silent in the church,
for they are not suffered to teach" ( I Cor. 14 :34; I Tim.
2 :12) . lt is a fact that "the aged women" are to prepare
themselves to "teach the younger women" (Tit. 2 :3,4). If
these women cannot teach in the church assembled, then,
being commanded to teach, they must do that teaching in some
other place, and at some other time, which will necessitate
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both a class and a meeting other than the regular assembly
of the saints on the Lord's day. Touching the matter of
women teaching in the church I refer the reader to chapter
entitled I Timothy 2 :8-14 in this book. Women are not to
usurp authority over men in teaching, or in other work. The
elders of the church are the directors of the activities of the
church. If a woman is not selected to teach a class of young
women, but in defiance of the elders should teach any way, she
would be doing that which Paul forbids . She would be teaching "over man," she would be "usurping" authority over man.
Without doubt this is what Jezebel was doing a Thyatira, for
which she was severely denounced (Rev. 2).
But error is persistent. There are some who insist Christian women are not permitted to do any teaching when the
church assembles for a teaching service. They pa'int for us
the sanctity of the home, and the church , in bold colors. We
are told the church's field of labor is to those who are subjects
of gospel address; while to the home belongs the responsibility of teaching and training the child till it becomes old enough
to ·become a Christian. This lame contention is founded on a
very faulty interpretation of Paul's admonition to parents to
bring up their children "in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord" ( Eph. 6 :4). Before this contention can have any
weight its terms must be equal. For, if the church cannot begin its work until personal responsibility begins, then the responsibility of the home must end where the responsibility of
the church begins. More, i-f the church cannot invade the
home, then the home cannot invade the church. Surely the
man believed this contention true, when he said: "I had rather
my boy would go fishing on Sunday than to a Sunday school."
The only barrier between the church and the home is the
one the inmates of the home erect. There should be the closest co-operation between the home and the church.
Keep in mind that during the Jewish age their educational
program which was divinely arranged, called into its execu-
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tion God, and under him, Moses, every Jew, arvJ helps, to tht
end that all Israel should be "taught of God." David found
opportunity to add his mite to this grand educational endeavor, and called to him such children as would come that he
might teach them to "fear the Lord." All this work was done
without the semblance of an additional organization. Their
"charter" was broad enough that under it every work that
God wanted a Jew to perform could be executed through
and in perfect harmony with it. All of this being true, then
surely the church, which is the "fullness of him that filleth ali
in all," is a "fuller" institution than the Jewi sh institution,
and can perform every service ,in the world that God desires
to be done without any additional organization . When the
Lord's work is done as he directs, it is done by the church, tegardless of wfhat the work is. "Unto him be glory in the
church by Christ Jesus throu ghout all ages, world without
end" (Eph. 3 :21).

Questions
1.
2.
8.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
U.
12.
13.
14.
15.

What ia .the Bible?

How many books in the Old' Testaml!nt?
How many · books in the new Testament?
Who is the author of the Bible?
What d9ftl the Bible contain?
How many men were used in writing the Bible?
Writing the Bible covered how many years?
Who wrote the first five books of ' the Bible?
Why are the first five books of the Bible called the Pentateuch?
How many "dispensations" revealed in the, Bible?
Give an outline of "How to Read the Bible."
What does "all shall be taught of God" mean?
How are theories born?
What is the difference in "taught of God," and taught "about
God?"
What means of teaching other than words has God used?
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16. Tell the story of Noah and the flood.
17. Tell the story of Moses and the Deliverance from Egypt.
18. Describe the Tabernacle.
19. Tell of teaching program in Old Testament.
20. Discuss the teaching program of the New Testament.
21. Discuss the condition of the Jews when Jesus was born.
22. Discuss spiritual gifts as "help."
23. What kind of helps do you use in teaching?
24. Discuss field of activity for the church.
25. Discuss training people for different work.
26. Point out "classes" of men.
27. Tell about "milk-drinkers," and "meat eaters."
28. On whom does the duty of teaching fall?
29. Discuss women as teachers.
30. What can a woman teach? Where can she teach?
31. Give example of women teaching by divine authority.
32. Discuss the relationship of the home and the church.

Topics for Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Dispensations.
The Three Feasts.
Societies in the Church.
The Jerusalem Church.
The Besetting Sin. (Heb. 12:1).
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APPENDIX
Marriage is of divine origin, instituted m Eden. (Gen.
2:18-25).
In Christian communities the marriage relationship
is considered the most solemn of contracts. In marriage
the twain become one flesh with the husband the head.
It is the duty of every husband and wife to be faithful
to the contract. Marriage to unsuitable companions causes
many to stumble. Even when both are members of the
church, they are often so constituted that they are a constant annoyance each to the other. Few things are more
harmful to Christian character than constant turmoil in the
home.
No relationship is closer than the marriage relationship.
When a Christian marries an "outsider" he is assuming a
relationship that may prove ruinous to his religion. While
there are some marriages today, which are seemingly "satisfactory," successful from a worldly point of view, such are
the exception, and not the rule.
Intermarriages between his covenanted 'people and those
not in the covenant were forbidden by Jehovah in Old Testament times. (Ex. 34:16; Deut. 7:3; Neh. 13:23-30). Abraham forbade his servant to take a wife from among the
Canaanites for Isaac ( Gen. 24 :1-8.) Marriage into the
Canaanite family would have brought him into social contact
with them that might have been corrupted, and influenced
his life beyond reformation, (and he would have failed to
have reformed his wife).
When Esau married into the family of a Canaanite,
Rebekah, his mother, said, "I am weary of my life because
of the daughters of Heth; if Jacob take a wife of the daughters of Heth, such as these, of the daughters of the land,
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what good shall my life be to me?" ( Gen. 27 :46). Isaac
said to Jacob, "Thou shall not take a wife of the daughters
of Canaan" ( Gen. 28: 1). ( See Deut. 7 :3, 4). ( See Josh.
23:13; Judges 3:6-9; 14:1-6; I Kings 3:1; 11:1-4;
16:1; Ez. 9:1-12; Mal. 2:1-13).
Is there a law in the New Testament covering marriage?
Some argue that we are not under the Old Testament law.
True: But are not evil influences as hurtful now as then?
Is not the marriage tie as binding now as then? Arewe not
as liable to be led astray by unbelieving companions now as
were they? Many have grown cold and careless through the
blighting influence of an unbelieving companion.
Of ten young men accompany their believing companions
to religious services during the periods of courtship, but
after the marriage refuse to attend the services of the church
and become a stumbling-block to the believing companion.
Such marriages are crosses to the believer through life. The
Christian needs help, most of all he .needs the sympathetic
help and encouragement of his companion. The Christian
cannot bring his children up as commanded without the pious
assistance of his companion. ( Eph . 6: 1).
The New Testament is not silent on this question. Paul
says: "Have we no right to lead about a wife, that is a believer, even as the rest of the apostles?" (I Cor. 9:5). It is
implied, in the foregoing, that Christians have the right to
marry believers only?
Paul says to the widow, "she is free to marry to whom
she will; only in the Lord" (I Cor . 7 :39). Is this applied
to widows only, or is it not added to show her that the regulation "-only in the Lord" is binding on her also?
"Be not unequally yoked with unbelievers." (II
6 :14). This passage does not refer directly to the
riage relationship; but it does prohibit our joining
unbelievers in such a way as to make common cause

Cor.
marwith
with
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them. Marriage is a joining together in the closest ties
possible, and there is no relationship where the contracting parties have so much in common. How, then, can a believer make common cause with an unbeliever in a relationship where the two become one, without violating the spirit
if not the letter of the solemn injunction.
Paul's injunction, (I Cor. 7 :12-15), that a believer should
not forsake an unbelieving companion is thought by some to
justify mixed marriages; but the reverse is true, else why
should the believer think that he should leave the unbeliever?
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